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LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING INFORMATION SYSTEM (LEMIS) 
TEST PLANS RELEASE 1.1 

1.0 LEMIS 

1.1 LE0023U1 MAINTAIN SAMPLE PURPOSE CODES 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN SAMPLE PURPOSE CODES 
Short Name: LEO023U1 

Purpose: To maintain Sample Purpose Codes 
Initial Test Date: 
Verification Date: 

J5L kli Jk -fc 
\^\itMz A 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Data Element 

Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
DESCRIPTION 

Module Description 

CHAR 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Module Help 
This module supports the maintenance and retrieval of sample purpose 
codes. This table maintains a list of valid codes that describe the 
types of sample purpose that may occur. 

To store a new sample purpose code: 
1 

1 
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Module Help 

1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to a blank line. 
If all of the spaces are filled and more sample purpose codes are to 
be added, press the down arrow key to the bottom entry and then 
continue to press the down arrow key until a blank entry appears. The 
already entered codes will scroll upward, leaving space for an 
additional code to be entered. 

2. Enter the appropriate sample purpose code. 
3. Enter a 1-30 character description of the code. 
4. To add more codes, press the down arrow key to the next blank 

space and repeat the entry process. 
5. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to store the selected codes in the 

database. 
To update an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor displays the entry to 

be updated. 
2. If the code is to be changed, enter the replacement code over 

the existing code. CAUTION: Changing a sample purpose code 
will cause the replacement value to be entered everywhere in 
the database where the original value was used. 

3. If the description is to be changed, TAB to the description 
field and make the change. 

4. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to update the selected codes in the 
To delete an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor is located at the 

code to be deleted. 
2. Press the DELETE key. NOTE: If the code is being used by other 

data in the database, it cannot be deleted. An error message 
will be displayed. 

3. If no error occurs, press the COMMIT key (F10) to delete the 
code from the databse. 

Module Test Plan 

Module Test Case 

Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

2 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Block Description 

This is a code table supporting validation of the sample purpose code. 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

((•T Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 

( ^/Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 
COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 

(-/) Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms, 

/ 

{,/) Transaction help describes: 
{/y Purpose of the transaction 
(/)j Functions performed by the transaction 
(/) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

(•') Add a new record by using the insert key. 
( ) The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
(/) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
/ 

( n Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
/ end of the string of retrieved records. 

(O All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
/ of retrieved records is reached. 

(/) A new data record can be successfully added. 
<y/( Query a single record. 

single record is retrieved. 
(/•if Pressing SBK&/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

second query. 
d^y The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

KjAx. ( l/Query multiple records using wild cards. 

3 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Block Test Results Expected 

IT; Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
ready for a query. 

(jX A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
^desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data, 
/erify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 
query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 

correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

Ate 
HA 

< / . Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

(/) Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 

< / Delete an existing record. 

: - / The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 

( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Field Name: SAMPLE_PURPOSE 

Field Description 

4 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Field Name: SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Field Test Case 

( ) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

(/) Begin field with a space. 

</> ) Enter data beyond length of field. 
( /) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
y ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(./< 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(S) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. . 
( ) Field help describes: 

(--0 Purpose of the field 
(y£ LOV reference if available 
{A Valid range of values where present 
(̂) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

(jf Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(-^change the field, committing after each change. 

5 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Field Name: SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Field Test Results Expected 

Mfv 

( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 
( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Fab [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

«J^( ) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. iTVu 
( ) No error should occur. ' \ . 

I ( ) The database contains a null value for the field. \ 
i i 

! \ 
! ( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and* 

TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. \ 
( ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 

as a null value. 
([/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

Attempt to enter data as lower case. An—ei?3?e}=-~sho_uld—sesuitT ; 

{Jf Delete an existing value. 
( Jf For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 
( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

that the field data must be entered. 
(^KEnter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

6 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Field Name: SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Field Test Results Expected 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 

Field Description 

Field Test Case 

( ) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

'( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the. data. The database 
should contain a null value, for the field. \,--—" 

( V'Begin field with a space. 

{/) Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ^/If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(J) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
/ last position of the field. 

(A Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(/) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(y) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

( ) Field help describes: 
M Purpose of the field 
("i LOV reference if available 
(y) Valid range of values where present 
( ') Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ^i Default value when appropriate 

(LKChange the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 

8 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 

Field Test Results Expected 

after the changes were made. 

(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). .. 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/iF? [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

/ ( ) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
( ) No error should occur. 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

/\H;(' ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
' [ TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

!( ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. _ 

(/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

i^X Attempt to enter data as lower case. An—e-EEee-shottid-re"str±t-: =• 
(̂.-7 Delete an existing value. 

( 4 For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(^Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

9 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 

Field Test Results Expected 

that the field data must be entered. 

(̂ ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to. the next field. An error should result. 

10 
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1.2 LE2120U1 SAMPLE AUTHORIZATION FORM 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: SAMPLE AUTHORIZATION FORM 
Short Name: LE2120U1 

Purpose: Sample Authorization Form (SAF) 
Initial Test Date: /?1& fzka/93. 
Verification Date: /̂ }Pr )7^/^h> 

Disp Security 
Help Fkeys Ins Del Query Upd 

( ) • • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: EVENT_ORGAN_J 
Title: Customer Organization 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
RELATIONSHIP CHAR 3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
NAME_PERSON CHAR 20 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
ADDR_PHONE CHAR 13 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
ADDR MS CHAR 7 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

11 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Sampling Locations 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

Block: LABORATORY 
Title: Laboratory Definition 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT_LAB CHAR 6 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: LEMIS_LOCATION 
Title: LEMIS Location 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
TITLE_LOCATION CHAR 40 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) . 
FLAG_TEXT CHAR 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: METHOD 
Title: Analysis Class 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT METHOD CHAR 22 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

12 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Laboratory Methods 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Data Element 

Qry 
( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

IDENT_METHOD 
HOLDINGJTIME 
EXTRACTION TIME 

CHAR 
CHAR 
NUMBER 

15 
4 
4 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 

Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) ( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len Help 

Val/ 
LOV Range 

Not 
Null Ins 

IDENT ORGAN 
TITLE 

CHAR 
CHAR 

12 
40 

( ) 
( ) 

( 
( 

) ( ) 
) ( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) ( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len Help 

Val/ 
LOV Range 

Not 
Null Ins 

IDENT SAMPLE 
SAMPLE PURPOSE 
IDENT HEIS NUM 

CHAR 
CHAR 
CHAR 

25 
2 
12 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( 
( 
( 

) ( ) 
) ( ) 
) < • ) 

( ) 
< ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

Block: SAMPLE_ANALYSIS_REQ_LINE 
Title: Sample Analysis Request Line Item 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Data Element 

Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

IDENT_SAMPANAL NUMBER 3 
COUNT_BOTTLES NUMBER 2 
TYPE_BOTTLE_COMPOSITIO CHAR 2 
SIZE_BOTTLE NUMBER 4 
PRESERVATIVE CHAR 8 ) ( 

13 
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Block: SAMPLE_AUTHORIZATION 
Title: Sample Authorization 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

Val/ Not 
( ) 

Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT SAF CHAR 20 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DATE REQUESTED DATE 8 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PRIORITY CHAR 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
TYPE SAMP CHAR 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
TYPE PROTOCOL CHAR 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DESCR PROTOCOL CHAR 27 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
TYPE SAMPLE MATRIX CHAR 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
FLAG TEXT CHAR 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
Title: Sample Schedule 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) < ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len Help 

Val/ 
LOV Range 

Not 
Null Ins 

IDENT SAP 
TITLE SAP 
IDENT SCHED 
DATE SCHEDULED 

CHAR 
CHAR 
CHAR 
DATE 

20 
33 
20 
8 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 

( ) 
( > 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_MATRIX_CODE 
Title: Sample Matrix 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Data Element 
Dis Val/ Not 

Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element. Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 20 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: VALID_VALUES 
Title: For PRIORITY 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) < • ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: VALID_VALUES 
Title: for TYPE_PROTOCOL 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) .( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len .Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 30 ' ( ) < ) ( ) < ) ( ) 
Block: VALID_VALUES 
Title: For TYPE_SAMP 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Module Description 
The transaction maintains a SAF. 
The SAF is the authorization to take a sample. As such it is based 
on a SAP and is subordinate to a SAP. 
Text may be associated with a SAF. 

5 
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Module Description 

Multiple SAFs may exist for a SAP but only one may be active at a 
time. It will be normal to schedule future sampling as far as two or 
three years in the future. 

Since a SAP may change between the time a sampling is scheduled and 
the time it occurs, scheduling a sampling will not create an entire 
SAF but only an abbreviated subset. (This will be a separate screen.) 

A the point where a SAF is generated, it will inherit the previously 
scheduled item in the database. (The user will have looked at it as 
a sampling schedule not as a SAF but under the covers we will have 
created a SAF.) 

OSM will enter their SAF identifier over the sample schedule ident and 
will complete the building of the SAF, which will include: 

1) Pulling the methods list from, the SAP. All methods will be copied 
directly from the SAP (another screen will be defined to allow a 
subset of the methods list to be pulled). 

2) The stream locations will be copied from the SAP. Only the 
location title will be displayed. 

3) The customer person information will be copied from the SAP as a 
default; it may be overridden by the operator. Customer person 
information includes: Customer name, phone, MSIN, and org code. The 
name of the customer organization is extracted from the organization 
data and displayed. The date requested is also displayed. 

The following SAF specific elements will be included on the screen: 
a) Sample type (default to 'P' (protocol)) 
b) Priority (default 'T' (TPA Ranking)) 
c) Protocol (default 'R' (RCRA)) 
d) Other protocols - literal value 
e) Sample Matrix (default 'WA' (water)) 

4) Organization information may be entered: Use LOV link to 
organization list. Multiple organizations may be associated with 
specific relationship codes. 

5) For each location, a sample set will be created. This set will 
include the sample number, using a generated number (that will be 
changed to the HEIS sample number in the field). The sample data line 
will include the purpose code (and expanded title), lab selected, 
default to the first lab identified with the method(s) be used. 

6) For each sample set, a series of method line items will be 
generated. Each line item will include the method, preservative, 
bottle quantity/type/size, extraction time in days, and holding time 
in days. The operator will have the option to combine methods into a 
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Module Description 

bottle series if desired. [[Desirably, be able to automatically 
identify these possible combinations and provide the operator with a 
default that may be changed.]] 

7) A SAF will have two distinct stages, development and approved. A 
flag will be kept to distinguish the stage. Once approved, a SAF 
cannot be modified unless the revision level is changed. This screen, 
therefore, will have to check conditions. If the SAF is approved, 
changes will not be allowed unless the revision level is also changed. 

The subject of a sampling activity defaults to liquid effluent (LEF). 

Round number remains in the database for HEIS compatibility but is 
not displayed or updated. 

Module Help 

This screen is used enter the "Sample Authorization Form" (SAF) 
information. A SAF is the authorization to take samples. It is 
subordinate to a SAP and must be related to a SAP. A SAF may only 
be created if a sample has been previously scheduled. 

To create a SAF: 

1. Select the SAMPLE SCHEDULE for which to create the SAF: 

a) Press <F12> to enter query mode. (If "Enter a query" appears 
at the bottom of the screen, F12 does not need to be pressed) 

b) A Sample Schedule may be selected by any of the four fields: 
SAP ID, SAP Title, Schedule ID, and Scheduled Date. To select 
by one of these fields, enter the desired value (ie SAP ID) into 
the appropriate field. 

c) If multiple records match the entered value (ie multiple 
scheduled samples for a SAP) they will be displayed in date 
order with the earliest one first. Use the arrow keys to 
display the scheduled sample that this SAF will be for. 

2. Enter the "Sample Authorization" information: 

a) Press <PageDown> to enter the "Sample Authorization" block. 
b) Enter the SAF ID. If the SAF ID is not known, or should be 

defaulted to the value of the schedule ID, type '.' and press 
<Enter>. This will copy the schedule ID into the SAF ID. 

c) Enter the Date Requested in DD/MM/YY format. This is the date 
that Mobil Sample Labs is being requested to actually perform the 
sampling activity. 

d) Enter "Priority", "Sample Type", "Protocol", and "Matrix". See 
the field help for these fields for a description of each. 

e) If needed, text may be entered for this SAF by pressing <F7>. 

7 
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Module Help 

3. Enter/Update the Persons Associated with the SAF: 

a) Press <PageDown> to enter the "Persons..." block. If the 
customer name and/or the HASM coordinator were entered when 
this schedule was entered, the information will be displayed 
here. If the information is correct, skip over this block by 
pressing <PageDown> and continue this procedure with step 4. 
If this information needs to be entered or modified continue 
this procedure with the next step. 

b) If a customer contact, or HASM Coordinator has to be entered, 
use the arrow keys to move the cursor to an empty record. 
If one of these records needs to be modified, move the cursor 
to the record to be modified,. 

c) If this is a new entry, enter "CUS" (for customer) or "HAS" (for 
HASM Coordinator) into the relationship field. LOV is available. 
Only one customer and one HASM Coordinator may be defined for 
each SAF. "HAS" has been defined as the default for this field. 
Press <Enter> to move to the next field. 

f) Enter the name of the person and press <Enter>. 
g) Enter the phone number and press <Enter>. 
h) Enter the MSIN and press <Enter>. 
i) Press <F10> to save this information in the database. 

4. Enter Customer Organization: 
a) Press <PageDown> to enter the "Customer Organization" block. 

If a customer organization was entered when the schedule 
was created, there will already be information in this block. 

b) Enter the org code of the customer organization or use LOV to 
see a list of organizations. Only one customer organization 
may be defined for a SAF. 

5. Enter the Locations for this SAF: 
a) Press <PageDown> to enter the "Sampling Locations" block. 
b) All of the locations defined in the SAP should be displayed in 

this block. If some of these locations are not to be used in 
this SAF, they may be deleted by moving the cursor to the 
location to be deleted and pressing <Delete>. This will not 
delete the location, only remove it's connection to this SAF. 

c) If a location needs to be added to the SAF, use the arrow 
keys to move the cursor to a blank record (or press <Insert>) 
Then use <F9> (LOV) to select a valid location for this SAF. 
Only locations defined in the SAP will be displayed in the LOV. 

6. Enter the samples for a location. 

a) Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the desired sampling 
location. 

b) Press <PageDown> to move into the "Sample" block. 
c) Enter the unique sample identifier. Enter "." to generate 

a sample ID from the SAF ID. (This will be the SAF ID followed 
by "-" and a sequence number) Press <Enter> to move to the next 
field. 

d) Enter the purpose for this sample. Example purposes are: 
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Module Help 

PRIMARY, SPLIT, BLANK etc. LOV is available for this field. 
Press <Enter> to move to the next field. 

e) Enter the ID of the lab that will perform the testing on this 
sample, (ie WESTON, DATACH, etc). LOV is available for this 
field. 

f) If more samples are to be entered, press the down arrow key or 
the <Insert> key to move to an empty record and repeat steps 
6c) through 6e). 

g) Enter the "Sample Request Line items" for every sample (as 
detailed in section 7). 

7. Enter Sample Request Line Item. 

a) Press <PageDown> to move to the "Sample Analysis Request Line 
Item" block. 

b) Enter the "Request Number". This field will determine which 
analyses use the same set of bottles. If this field is left 
blank, the system will automatically fill it with the next 
number in sequence for this sample. See the next section: 
"Linking Request Lines" for more information about this field. 

c) Enter the "Analysis Class" ID. LOV is available. If there is 
only one method for an analysis class, then that method will 
be defaulted into the method field. 

d) Enter the method. LOV is available. Only valid methods for 
the selected analysis class will be allowed. Also only methods 
that have been selected for this SAF's SAP will be allowed. . 

e) When the method has been selected, the bottle qty, type, size, 
and preservative will be defaulted from information defined 
for the selected method and.the selected laboratory. These 
values may be overridden. 

f) Enter/modify the bottle quantity. 
g) Enter/modify the bottle type. LOV is available, 
h) Enter/modify the bottle size. LOV is available, 
i) Enter/modify the preservative. LOV is available. 
j) Press <F10> to save the new record to the database. 

k) Repeat steps 7b)->7j) for every method to be performed on this 
sample. 

Linking Request Lines: 

When more than one method is to be performed using the same bottle 
or set of bottles, the request lines should be merged using 
one of the following procedures: 

Initial Entry Procedure: 

If it is known that a new entry (new record) will be using the same 
set of bottles, the following procedure may be used: 
1. Enter the same "Req Num" as the other request line(s) that will 
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Module Help 
use the same set of bottles. 

2. Select "Analysis Class" and "Method" as above. 
3. Make sure the bottle qty,type,size and preservative match the 

other records with the same "Req Num". If they do not match 
the system will not save the record to the database. Instead 
an error message will be displayed. 

Update procedure: 
If there are two existing records that should be combined into the 
same bottle or set of bottles follow this procedure: 
1. Move the cursor to the record to be linked to another record. 
2. Make sure the bottle qty, type, size, and preservative match the 

record to be linked to. 
3. Enter the "Req Num" of the record to link to in the "Req Num" 

field. If the bottle information does not match an error 
message to this effect will be displayed. 

4. Press <F10> to commit the change to the database. 
Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 
( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
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Module Test Plan 

( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 
( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 

( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 

Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 

( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 

Tester /^Tfl ' ^ Date Complete /Qj 
( ) 6 - Problem res^iutrorT in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 

ks/lZ' 

( ) 8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems found. 

When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 

System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

Test status conditions are: 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer . Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by-end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTES v£axt to reflect testing reults. . 
Project Manager "^*J Date Complete ; ty/ ^>ni^ 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction addeoVjto production usage menu./,/ A ^ _ 
System Architect s^/jc4— Date Complete \2-jCbl^ £— 

Module Test Case 

( ) Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
( ) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 

Transaction help describes: 
(*y Purpose of the transaction 
K ) Functions performed by the transaction 

Where multiple page, what happens on each page 
Add a new record by using the insert key. 
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( ) The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. When 
the block supports multiple rows, all fields of the row 
pointed to by the cursor are cleared. 

( ) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
ow key. 

Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
end of the string of retrieved records. 

) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
of retrieved records is reached. 

( ) A new data record can be successfully added. 

Query a single record. 

(i/f̂ A single record is retrieved. 
(</) Pressing F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

second query. 
(•5 The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(vj Query multiple records using wild cards. 

(«0 Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
^ready for a query. 

{/) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

{•yf A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

iyf A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 

iurred hy—displaying/the record on scresa before ancLafteirt the 
anges were m&de; display the/reb^rd losing sQL*Pl*fs befcoxe and 
ter^the changesTTere made 

( )) Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
$ <J) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 

( ) De-leto an oxioting record-*— 
( ) Delete an existing record. 

( ) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
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record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 

( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: EVENT_ORGAN_J 
Title: Customer Organization 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 
(v̂r Display block help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the block in end-user 
terms. 

Block help describes: 
(^Purpose of the block 
(\y Options available in the block 
(O The relationshiip of the block to the transaction or to 

/the principal parent block of the transaction 
(n Navigation to other blocks of the transaction 

( v) Store a series of record using the F6 [duplicate record] key 
:o carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

(•) Attempting to store the duplicated record without change 

/
should result in an error. 
Change key fields and store the record. It should store 
successfully. 

elete a record from the block. If the record has dependent 
records, the delete should fail unless the help text indicates 
that a cascading delete is permitted. 

Where block synchronization is used, ensure that the block data 
is in sync with the parent block. 

(. ) Query a single record. 

t\* ( ) A single record is retrieved. ( ) Pressing the F12 key clears the record and permits entering 
a second query. 

( ) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
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• Block: EVENT_ORGAN_J 
Title: Customer Organization 
Block Test Results Expected 

Query multiple records using wild cards. 

ressing F12 clears the block and makes the block ready for 
query. 

A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
desired data. 
A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct 
data. 

( ) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves 
the correct data. 

Verify that the data queried in the block are ordered logically. 

( ) Verify that multiple organization records can not be createj 
(»0 Create record should not open a new record. 
( ) Delete record should not work.. . 
(vJ^Clear record should not work. 
(u^Enter query should not work. 
(t/T Count query should not work. 
( tKThe down arrow key should not open a new record. 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAP 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

(-f Display block help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the block in end-user 
terms. 

(v9 Block help describes: 
( ) Purpose of the block: 
( ) Options available in the block 
( ) The relationshiip of the block to the transaction or to 

the principal parent block of the transaction 
( ) Navigation to other blocks of the transaction 

(-^Store a series of record using the F6 [duplicate record] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

(-f Attempting to store the duplicated record without change 
should result in an error. 

(\*L Change key fields and store the record. It should store 
f)\V successfully. 
Delete a record from the block. If the record has dependent 
records, the delete should fail unless the help text indicates 
that a cascading delete is permitted. 

{^fWhere block synchronization is used, ensure that the block data 
is in sync with the parent block. 

("0 Query a single record. 

single record is retrieved. 
(U Pressing the F12 key clears the record and permits entering 

x second query. 
(v/ The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(uf Query multiple records using wild cards. 

'(O Pressing F12 clears the block and makes the block ready for 
/a query. 

ery composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
/desired data. 

( v( A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 
Block Test Results Expected 

•data. 
H A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves 

the correct data. 
(A Verify that the data queried in the block are ordered logically. 

Field Name: RELATIONSHIP 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Accept the default. 
( Of Override the default with a valid entry value. 

Override the default with an invalid data value. 
regin field with a space. 

(lA Enter data beyond length of field. 
(«0/If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(J) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(,/) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

jt(tU Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
{•A Fi< (</) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Field Name: RELATIONSHIP 

Field Test Results Expected . 

( ) Default value when appropriate 

) ^hange the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
ccurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
ihanges were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

d/J Store a series of records using the SHIFT/FQ? [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 

Modify each default value with ah invalid alternative. 

(•0 Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(/) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Field Name: RELATIONSHIP 

Field Test Results Expected 

(vf Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

(c/f Attempt to enter data as lower case. Aa-er-ge-r l̂iuuld lesulb: 

(v̂ f Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(-^'Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

(vf Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Field Name: NAME_PERSON 

Field Description 

Field Test Case 

TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field, 
(vfIf no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(\X Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

( cj Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

(°) Fi help describes: 
urpose of the field 
LOV reference if available 
Valid range of values where present 
Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Field Name: NAME_PERSON 
Field Test Results Expected 

(-7 Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F& [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
( ) No error should occur. 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

(/ Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 
Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

<S» [y/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
("0 Attempt to enter data as lower case. -An errog-ehuuld ifctmilL. > 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Field Name: ADDR_PHONE 

Field Description 

Field Test Case 

(A/) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

(\J Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

</ Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field, 

no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 
overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(«•? Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. / 

( ̂ "Field help describes: 
; )/Purpose of the field 
! y LOV reference if available 
; h Valid range of values where present 
[if) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

\yj[ Change the field in an existing record. Verify that .the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Field Name: ADDR_PHONE 

Field Test Results Expected 

(*") Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of vaiid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/^jP [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
( ) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 

( ) No error should occur. 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The'aatabpse should contain a null value. 

( ) Delete ahsexisting value. \The^field should be cleared and stored 
as a Will value. 

( ) Any aiphanumer\c characters m$y be entered into the field. 

( ) Attempt^t^o enter data as lowerVcase. An-er-ror should uc&ult. 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Field Name: ADDR_MS 

Field Description 

Field Test Case 

TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
ull value for the field. 

Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
sbduld contain a null value for the field. 

( *•} Begin field with a space. 

(•) Enter data beyond length of field. 
( )/If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(vf If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(v/; Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(syl5isplay field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

elp describes: 
rpose of the field 

IOV reference if available 
Valid range of values where present 
Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 

( ) Default value when appropriate 

(( ^/Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: EVENT_PERSON 
Title: Persons Associated With SAF 

Field Name: ADDR_MS 

Field Test Results Expected 

(*-f Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F& [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 

( ) No error should occur. 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

) Enter data into the field, Backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The oatabzise should contain a null value. 

) Delete anlexisting valuej. Thi§/field should be cleared and stored 
as a null Walt 

) Any alphanumeric)characters mayuje entered into the field. 

) Attempt to lenter dataN&s lower case. An error should result. 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Sampling Locations 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

splay block help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
'escribes the purpose and functions of the block in end-user 
erms. 

( ) Block help describes: 
( ) Purpose of the block 
( ) Options available in the block 
( ) The relationshiip of the block to the transaction or to 

the principal parent block of the transaction 
( ) Navigation to other blocks of the transaction 

(</> Store a series of record using the F6 [duplicate record] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

(</) Attempting to store the duplicated record without change 
should result in an error. 

( ) Change key fields and store the record. It should store 
successfully. 

Delete a record from the block. If the record has dependent 
records, the delete should fail unless the help text indicates 
that a cascading delete is permitted. 

Where block synchronization is used, ensure that the block data 
is in sync with the parent block. 

(~Y Query a single record. 

single record is retrieved. 
("0 /Pressing the F12 key clears the record and permits entering •A . 
(y a second query. 
( ) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(C-f Query multiple records using wild cards. 

(U) Pressing F12 clears the block and makes the block ready for ya query. 
A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
/desired data. 

(\X A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Sampling Locations 
Block Test Results Expected 

data. 
( ) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves 

the correct data. 
(v) Verify that the data queried in the block are ordered logically. 
(V? Verify that all of the location selected in the SAP were 

copied to the SAF when it was created. 
(v) Verify that textual data related to a location is displayable 

from this block. 
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Block: LABORATORY 
Title: Laboratory Definition 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_LAB 

Field Description 

Corresponds to Lab Code in HEIS. Unique identifier for the 
laboratory. 

Field Test Case 

U (*--) Begin field with a space. 
(-̂ -Tlnter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field, 
(j/lf no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

<y) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(Jf Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

(yJ/Field help describes: 
) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

(«0 Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
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Block: LABORATORY 
Title: Laboratory Definition 

Field Name: IDENT_LAB 
Field Test Results Expected 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(-9 Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F^ [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be erytered\into the field. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

{ ) For NOT NULL fields, the COMOOIO^ message [field value may not 
be deleted] isdisplayed at con1 

( ) Attempt to bypass the fiel̂ d. \An er̂ oî  message should tell you 
that the field data must 

( ) Enter data into the\field, backspace the\lata out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next/field. An error^should result. 

( ) Attempt to enter dat&L&s lower case. An error should result. 
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Block: LABORATORY 
Title: Laboratory Definition 

Field Name: IDENT_LAB 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: LEMIS_LOCATION 
Title: LEMIS Location 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: TITLE_LOCATION 
Field Description 
The field is a 1-40 character free-fo 
Field Test Case 

e/data item. 

Begin field with a space. 
(^ Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor w"3 
( J( If no autoskip, cursor will retaain 

overlay characters, leaving the, la^t 
last position of the field. 

skip to the next field 
en\$ of the field and 

ter keyed in the 

: / . (•A Set keyboard on lower case and e 
converted to upper/case 

( X Clear an exi 
Field Test ResuJjts 

te the record. 

(/> Display field help. Veri 
describes tttepurp^se and 
terms. 

;ha^the narrative adequately 
-Aqns of the field in end-user 

(Jf Field help describes: 
) Purpose of the field/ 
) LOV reference\if ewau-lable 
) Valid range oi valkieŝ where present 
) Required indicator^wnen field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
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Block: LEMIS_LOCATION 
Title: LEMIS Location 

Field Name: TITLE_LOCATION 
Field Test Results Expected 

changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(J) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be ei^tefetl infec^the f ie ld . 

( ) Delete an exis t ing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL f ie lds , Jfefie COM00107 fmessa)ge [fie]/d value may not 
be deleted] i s disp] 

( ) Attempt to bypass the 7 f iep^ch\ An er'ror Message ̂ should t e l l you 
tha t the f ie ld data, 

( ) Enter data into the f ie ld , fcacltspa^^Te !data out of the f ie ld and 
attempt to TAB to the next fie>dir An arror should r e s u l t . 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower ca«B. An error should resu l t 
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Block: LEMIS_LOCATION 
Title: LEMIS Location 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Analysis Class 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_METHOD 

Field Description 
This field is the user visible unique identifier for the lab 
procedure. 
Field Test Case 

(i/) Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
(•) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
{J> If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

C/) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

{•n Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(S) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
(aField help describes: 

(A Purpose of the field 
(J> LOV reference if available 
(tA Valid range of values where present 
(*Af Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
(*i Default value when appropriate 

(kJK Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Analysis Class 

Field Name: IDENT_METHOD 
Field Test Results Expected 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

\V( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
y\( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Ftfr [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at con 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An^error) message should tell you 
that the field data must be entertecfc 

( ) Enter data into the f^eld, backspace rqe data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the ntext fiteld. An error should result. 

( ) Attempt to enter data asuower case. An error fhp11"^ rn mt»-
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Analysis Class 

Field Name: IDENT_METHOD 
Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Laboratory Methods 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_METHOD 
Field Description 
This field is the user visible unique identifier for the lab 
procedure. 
Field Test Case 

(\A Begin field with a space. 
(^y Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(") If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( J) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(̂) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

: Yoi: 

* \ V 

(J) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

Id help describes: 
{/} Purpose of the field 
{y LOV reference if available 
(/j) Valid range of values where present 
r) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL N 

{J) Default value when appropriate 
( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Laboratory Methods 

Field Name: IDENT_METHOD 
Field Test Results Expected 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
\f ) Change the field, committing after each change. 

) Change the field where a retnge of valid values exists: 
( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Fb [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COMOOlOl me/ssage [field value may not 
be deleted] is disp¥ayfed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the fi^d. Y n errpr^essage should tell you 
that the field data must 

( ) Enter data into the field, pacltspacethe data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the nextV^ield. An error should result. 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
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• Block: METHOD 
Title: Laboratory Methods 

Field Name: IDENT__METHOD 
Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Laboratory Methods 

Field Name: HOLDINGJHME 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

W '• JOT TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next fieldib*ektub~lu-the field, and 
backspace the data from thê fljild. The database\should contain a 
null value for the field. 
Enter data in the field. Affter entering data jA. the next field, 
backtab to the field, and spacs^ through the^data. The database 
should contain a null value for 
Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. m lO) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data, 

converted to upper case. 
Field Test Results Expected 

Data should be 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in eng 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where pres 
) Required indicator when field i 
) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. 
occurred by displaying the record on screen^beforc •aiKT'after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Laboratory Methods 

Field Name: HOLDING_TIME 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Change the field, committing aftâ r each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range oyt valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range shoyld display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

:ore a series of records using 
carry forward field values fron 

SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
the previously stored record. 

( ) Disp 
the 
table coisrectly 

-JN journal record roSws for the table to verify that 
changed and deleted/above are entered into the journal 

( ) The _JN 
rows for t^e initial addi, 
each change 
record from tXe 

table for /the affected table should contain 
ion of the record to the database, 

e, and the deletion of the ide to the database 
database 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verifv all/data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are 

( ) Bypass the field by us 
( ) No error should occ 
( ) The database contai 

5rrectly stored in the database. 
in& the TAB key. 

a\null value for the field. 
( ) Enter data into the fi*ld, backspace the dataout of the field and 

TAB to the next field./ The database should contain a null value. 
{ ) Delete an existing vajLue. The fie^d should be cleared and stored 

as a null value. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Attempt to enter date as lower case. AnXerror should result. 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Laboratory Methods 

Field Name: EXTRACTIONJTIME 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

( ) TAB thNrough the field. Backtab to the f/ield, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null valute for the field. 

( ) Enter data i« the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to tne field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain\a null value for the/field. 

( ) Attempt to enter^alpha data. 
( ) Attempt to enter longer value the allowed. 
( ) Attempt to enter decimal value. /An error will occur if no 

provision has been made for decimal data in the element definition 
of the table. 

( ) Attempt to enter negative^ vali/e 
Field Test Results Expected 

No error should occur. 

( ) Display field help. Verify/fehat the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and frunoitions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the fifeld 
) LOV reference if/available\ 
) Valid range of values where\present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value wyhen appropriar^ 

( ) Change the field in an/ existing recordX Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on sciseen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record us\ng SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field/, committing after each\change. 
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Block: METHOD 
Title: Laboratory Methods 

Field Name:( EXTRACTIONJFIME 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Change*the field where a range of valid, values exists: 
( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM&0103 (if no LOV). / 
( ) Store a seriesXpf records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forwaroV field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows far the table to verify that 

the records changed >and deleted above/are entered into the journal 
table correctly. \ / 
( ) The _JN journal table for the afyrected table should contain 

rows for the initialVddition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. / 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Bypass the field by using the TPm key. 
( ) No error should occur. K 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data into the field, back/spacê  the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The dat/abase\should contain a null value. 

( ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. / \ 

( ) Numeric data (0-9), comma (,;, plus (+),\minus (-), and period (.) 
are permitted. / \ 

( ) Begin field entry with a space. An error should occur. 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_ORGAN 
Field Description 
Organization title abbreviation. Format is XXX/XXX (alphanumeric). 
Field Test Case 

M l (-/) Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field, 
(̂ ŷif no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

• . / - . Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

/ 

( J Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

<t^K Di __splay field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
erms. 

) Field help describes: 
) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Field Name: IDENT_ORGAN 
Field Test Results Expected 

changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

CO C Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database,_ and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify allvdata fietL&s are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are\V:orrectly snored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters/may be entered into the field. 

(_J_̂  Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
Delete an existing value. 
( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 
{^/ Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

that the field data must be entered. 
( Jf Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Field Name: TITLE 

Id Descrit 

Field Test Case 

( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Field Name: TITLE 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the' journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 
{\A Display block help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the block in end-user 
terms. 

(L/ Block help describes: 
( ) Purpose of the block 
( ) Options available in the block 
( ) The relationshiip of the block to the transaction or to 

the principal parent block of the transaction 
( ) Navigation to other blocks of the transaction 

Store a series of record using the F6 [duplicate record] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
(fj Attempting to store the duplicated record without change 

/sliould result in an error. 
(J) Change key fields and store the record. It should store 

successfully. 
Delete a record from the block. If the record has dependent 
records, the delete should fail unless the help text indicates 
that a cascading delete is permitted. 
Where block synchronization is used, ensure that the block data 
is in sync with the parent block. 

(\j/\ (\Jf Query a single record. 
(M/A single record is retrieved. 
( •') Pressing the F12 key clears the record and permits entering 
/a second query. 

(") The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
(N>/Query^,multiple records using wild cards. 

ssing F12 clears the block and makes the block ready for 
lery. 

CO^X query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
sired data. 

C) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 
Block Test Results Expected 

de(£a. 
(t^A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves 

the correct data. 
erify that the data queried in the block are ordered logically. 
ify that when "." is entered into the "Sample ID" field that 
value is defaulted correctly. 

teld Name: IDENTjSAMPLE 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

Field Name: SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

r> 

if 

TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 
Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 
Begin field with a space. 

Ir data beyond length of field. 
Cf autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 
overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(yO Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

\y Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms 

) Field help describes: 
) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

(•/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

Field Name: SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Field Test Results Expected 

(<•? Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

(wf Store a series of records using the SHIFT/FtP [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

( ) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
( ) No error should occur. 
( ) The database contains a null Value for the field. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The dafcapase should contain a null value. 

( ) Delete an existing^va^ue. , Th 
as a null value. 

i field should be cleared and stored 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Attempt to enter dataYas'lower case. An error should result. 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

Field Name: IDENT_HEIS_NUM 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE_ANALYSIS_REQ_LINE 
Title: Sample Analysis Request Line Item 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 
(*0 Display block help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the block in end-user 
terms. 
( -r Block help describes: 

(<4 Purpose of the block 
(tX Options available in the block 
(jf The relationshiip of the block to the transaction or to 

/the principal parent block of the transaction 
(»/) Navigation to other blocks of the transaction 

(v Store a series of record using the F6 [duplicate record] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Attempting to store the duplicated record without change 

should result in an error. 
{j{ Change key fields and store the record. It should store 

successfully. 
(v/5 D e (v/j Delete a record from the block. • If the record has dependent 

records, the delete should fail unless the help text indicates 
that a cascading delete is permitted. 

( ) Where block synchronization is used, ensure that the block data 
is in sync with the parent block. 
Query a single record. 

single record is retrieved. 
("5 Pressing the F12 key clears the record and permits entering 

/a second query. 
(*0 The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
Query multiple records using wild cards. 
("0 Pressing F12 clears the block and makes the block ready for 
/ a query. 

( ) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
/ desired data. 

y) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct 
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Block: SAMPLE_ANALYSIS_REQ_LINE 
Title: Sample Analysis Request Line Item 
Block Test Results Expected 

/data. 
(v) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves 

the correct data. 
(vf Verify that the data queried in the block are ordered logically. 
(v) Verify that all methods selected in the SAP are copied to the 

SAF. ^ "N 
JK( y Verify that a new "Req Num" is generated when nothing is/^ ^ / O / 
""" is entered into this field. ( y^ 

(cj Verify that the correct qty, type, size, and preservative is 
defaulted into the current record after the method is entered. 
(This should be based on the method and the lab) 

(-T Verify that the request lines are merged correctly. 
(") Does not allow "Req Num" to be changed to a number with 

(iis-matching bottle information. 
Does not allow the bottle information for an existing 
record to be changed so that it does not match other 
records with the same "Req Num" 

rili: 
( vY Do< 

Field Name: IDENT_SAMPANAL 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: COUNT_BOTTLES 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE_ANALYSIS_REQ_LINE 
Title: Sample Analysis Request Line Item 

Field Name: TYPE_BOTTLE_COMPOSITION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: SIZE_BOTTLE 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: PRESERVATIVE 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMP LE_AUTHORIZATION 
Title: Sample Authorization 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block ̂ Pest Results Expected 
Display block help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the block in end-user 
terms 
(M Blo6k help describes: 

(̂ ./Purpose of the block 
( '^/Options available in the block 
( Jf Th4 relationshiip of the block to the transaction or to 

./the principal parent block of the transaction 
(<-5 Navigation to other blocks of the transaction 

( ) Store a series of record using the F6 [duplicate record] key 
vto carry forward field values from the previously stored record 

) Attempting to store the duplicated record without change 
should result in an error. 

( ) Change key fields and store the record. It should store 
successfully. 

'{ ) Delete a record from the block. If the record has dependent 
/ \V. records, the delete should fail unless the help text indicates 
•\ \o\ /hat a cascading delete is permitted. 
v 1 ^ / Where block synchronization is used, ensure that the block data 

is in sync with the parent block. 
Query a single record. 

) A single record is retrieved. 
( ) Pressing the F12 key clears the record and permits entering 

a second query. 
( ) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(_) Query multiple records using wild cards. 
( ) Pressing F12 clears the block and makes the block ready for 

a query. 
( ) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

desired data. 
( ) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct 
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Block: SAMPLE_AUTHORlZATION 
Title: Sample Authorization 
Block Test Results Expected 

data. 
( ) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves 

the correct data. 
) Verify that the data queried in the block are ordered logically. t» 
Verify that multiple SAFs may not be created for a schedule. 
(vO, Create record should not create a new record. 
(iA/Delete record should not delete the record. 
(i4. Clear record should not work. 

« / 

(Jy Enter query should not work. 
(y)/Count query should not work. 
(u) The Down arrow key should not open a new record. 

(•) Verify the entering "." into the SAF ID field defaults the 
?AF ID correctly. 

/ 

(-/) Verify Correct navigation/mandatory field when protocol is 
"OTHER" 
W) If protocol is not other, cursor should skip "Specify" 

field in both directions. 
If protocol is "OTHER" then cursor should move through 

/
the "Specify" field in both directions. 
If protocol is "OTHER" the cursor should not be able to 

/move through the "Specify" field without entering a value. 
If protocol is changed from "OTHER" to another value, the 

/ value in the "Specify" field should be cleared. 
(\fi If protocol is "OTHER" the record should not be able to 

be committed without a value in the "Specify" field. 
(A Verify that the "Person" and "Organization" information is 

/y copied correctly from the SAP. 

Field Name: IDENT_SAF 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE_AUTHORIZATION 
Title: Sample Authorization 

Field Name: DATE_REQUESTED 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: PRIORITY 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: TYPE_SAMP 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: TYPE_PROTOCOL 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE_AUTHORIZATION 
Title: Sample Authorization 

Field Name: DESCR_PROTOCOL 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: TYPE_SAMPLE_MATRIX 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE_AUTHORIZATION 
Title: Sample Authorization 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Description 
This field is a flag that identifies when/supporting text 
is present for a data row. The valid vaMies are either 
"Y" (yes) or "N" (no). When the user desires to add text 
in support of a data row, the flag is set to "Y". The 
system then brings up the general text form and permits 
the user tc^enter text of varying types/for the data row. 
Where text iKalready present, the user places the cursor 
on the flag fiedd and selects to retrieve the text data. 
Text data may be\updated. Note that updating text data 
causes the same hierarchical cloning that takes place 
elsewhere when a datasrow is updated./ This ensures that 
the text data is also properly audit/trail covered. 
Field Test Case 

( ) Accept the default. 
( ) Override the default with a v^lid entry value. 
( ) Override the default with an /invalid data value. 
( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of/ field^ 

( ) If autoskip is in effeat, cursbr will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor/will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the\last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower cas/e and enter d^ta. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field/and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected! 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field\.n end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 
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Block: SAMPLE_AUTHORIZATION 
Title: Sample Authorization 

Field Name: FLAG, TEXT 
Field Test Results\Expected 

) Purpose V>f the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where pre. 
) Required indicator when field 
) Default vaiue when appropriate 

isent 
S NOT NULL 

( ) Change the field in in existing reco 
occurred by displaying the record o 
changes were made; display the record 
after the changes were made. 

d. Verify that the change 
screen before and after the 
using SQL*Plus before and 

range 
( ) Change the field, contaitting a.] 
( ) Change the field where\ 

( ) Value below valid 
COM00103 (if no LC 

( ) Value above valid raWe sihould display message COM00101 or 

Eter each change, 
of valid values exists: 

inge sMould display message COM00101 or 

( ) Store a series of records usir 
to carry forward field values 

( ) Display the -JN journal record/ 
the records changed and delete 
table correctly. 

/the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
:om the previously stored record. 

tows for the table to verify that 
.bove are entered into the journal 

( ) The _JN journal table foi the a" 
rows for the initial addition o 
each change made to the /database 
record from the databas 

fected table should contain 
the record to the database, 
and the deletion of the 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all/data fields a' 
( ) All data fields are cdrrectly stored 

( ) Modify each default value? with a valid alter1 

( ) Modify each default vali/e with an invalid 
( ) Any alphanumeric chara may be entered 

e processed correctly, 
the database, 
ative. 
native. 

intcAthe field. 
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Block: SAMPLE_AUTHORIZATION 
Title: Sample Authorization 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Test Results Expecte 
( ) Attempt to enter data as\lower ca^e. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the \MfM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed a/s, commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. /Anterror message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace "bhe data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An e\ror should result. 
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Block: SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
Title: Sample Schedule 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 
(^) Display block help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the block in end-user 
terms. 
(\J Block help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the block 
( ) Options available in the block 
( ) The relationshiip of the block to the transaction or to 

the principal parent block of the transaction 
( ) Navigation to other blocks of the transaction 

£ore a series of record using the F6 [duplicate record] key 
carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Attempting to store the duplicated record without change 
should result in an error. 

( ) Change key fields and store the record. It should store 
successfully. 

'L ) l&elete a record from the block. If the record has dependent 
• \K /©cords, the delete should fail unless the help text indicates 
(̂ v/ t h a t a cascading delete is permitted. Pere block synchronization is used, ensure that the block data 

in sync with the parent block. 

{•fy Query a single record. 
(,A/A single record is retrieved. 
("). Pressing the F12 key clears the record and permits entering 

I a second query. 
(' ) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(/) Query multiple records using wild cards. 
{/) Pressing F12 clears the block and makes the block ready for 
/ a query. 

(*) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

/
desired data. 
A qu< (V) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct 
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Block: SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
Title: Sample Schedule 
Block Test Results Expected 

jd'ata.. 
(i/A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves 
X the correct data. 

{y1) Verify that the data queried in the block are ordered logically. 

Field Name: IDENT_SAP 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: TITLE_SAP 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENTJSCHED 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
Title: Sample Schedule 

Field Name: DATE_SCHEDULED 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: T.YPE SAMPLE MATRIX , CODE. 
Title: Sample Matrix 
Block Description 

— j ^ p *<**"**' 
,P 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 
This is a codes table identifying the types of sample "matrix" that 
may occur with a sample. 
Field Test Case 

(/) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

\X En 

*¥ 

Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data-T The~"database 
should contain a null value for the field. 
Begin field with a space. 

( ^ .Enter data beyond length of field. 
jj!K( ) if autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 

( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 
overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(>/) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(J Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

•. ( ty Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_MATRIX_CODE 
Title: Sample Matrix 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

(J) Field help describes: 
\J\/ Purpose of the field 
( \ LOV reference if available 
(̂ V Valid range of values where present 
(*0 Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
(•/) Default value when appropriate 

( >/ Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

.( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( v) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Fv [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database^-^nd the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are icprrebtly stored in the database. 

( ) Bypass the field by usingVthe TTAB Hey 
( ) No error should occur\\ I ^—' 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

( ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_MATRIX_CODE 
Title: Sample Matrix 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107( message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayedat comma 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field, ten eXrqr nĵ ssage should tell you 
that the field data must be enterec 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace''the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next fields An error should result. 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

( ) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
( ) No error should occur. 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

Block: VALID_VALUES 
Title: For PRIORITY 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 

Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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VALID_VALUES 
for TYPE_PROTOCOL 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Block: VALIDJVALUES 
Title: For TYPE_SAMP 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Block: 
Title: 



22-DEC-92 WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 749 Priority: LOW Date: 22-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 22-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 

NOTPROB 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

92000009785 
-0 

FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
SS 
SS.IDENT SAP 

DESCRIPTION 
Sort for query is wrong. Its not.sorting by the Jdent field. 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/22/92 -Not a problem. The information is sorted by the. 
scheduled date in ascending order, then by the ident. This way 
the HASM people can do an open query to find the next scheduled event. 

, ^ 7 
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22-DEC-92 WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer' s Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

Date: 22-DEC-92 
Class: 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 750^ Priority: LOW 

Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Oracle ROWID: 0000052B.0009.0007 

FIXED Date: 22-DEC-92 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

92000009453 
-0 ' 

FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
FLDDAT 
FLDDAT.DSP TITLE LOCATION 

DESCRIPTION 
Tried to edit text and got "No text available", 
flag text sequencing problem. 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 

Looks like 

12/22/92 - This is a display only text for the location. This message 
means that there is no text for the location. I will reword the 
message to make it clearer. 

h 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 751 Priority: LOW Date: 22-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 22-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000503.000A.0007 

NOTPROB 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

-0 
FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
EVENT_ORGAN_J 
EVEORG 
EVEORG.DSP IDENT ORGAN 

DESCRIPTION 
No field level help for Org Ident. 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/22/92 - Since there is only one field, I did not put field level 
help in. Field level help requires a post-generation change for this 
one because the lookup table resides in a different application. 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 
Comment ID : 752 Priority: LOW 

1 of 

Date: 22-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 22-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000503.000A.0007 

FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

-0 
FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 1 records posted an 
EVENT_ORGAN_J 
EVEORG 
EVEORG.DSP IDENT ORGAN 

DESCRIPTION 
When trying to delete organization, I get error stating that 
there can only be one organization tied to the SAF. If Org 
is optional, I should be able to delete it. 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/22/92 - Fixed. 

0^ 
\ls \vs 
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23-DEC-92 Page WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

1 of 

Comment ID : 753 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Priority: LOW 
Date: 23-DEC-92 FIXED 

PROBLEM 
KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

92000009453 
-0 

FRM-40401 No changes to commit 
FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
FLDDAT 
FLDDAT.DSP TITLE LOCATION 

Date: 22-DEC-92 
Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000052B.0009.0007 

DESCRIPTION 
Block help does not adequately describe the purpose and 
function of the location block. It looks like its pulling the 
table help and using module block help might allow you to 
specifically describe its usage in this form. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/23/92 - Added module block help 

l/. 01&* 
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23-DEC-92 Page WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 
Comment ID : 754 Priority: LOW 

1 of 

Date: 22-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 23-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000323.0007.0007 

FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

92000009832 
-0 

FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 1 records posted an 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE.IDENT SAMPLE 

DESCRIPTION 
I think there should be some mention of the HIES number field in the 
block level help letting the user know that they cannot access it in 
this form and why it is there.?? 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/23/92 - Added help to module block to describe purpose of HEIS 
number field 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

755 Priority: LOW Date: 22-DEC-92 
Class: 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 

Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Priority: LOW 
Date: 23-DEC-92 

Oracle ROWID: 00000463.0005.0007 

FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

92000009820 
-0 

FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 1 records posted an 
SAMPLE_AUTHORIZATION 
SAMAUT 
SAMAUT.DATE REQUESTED 

DESCRIPTION 
Date format in field help is wrong (dd-mmm-yy) 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/23/92 - Fixed 

u^ (At 9 
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22-DEC-92 Page WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer'' s Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 
Comment ID 

1 of 

756 Priority: LOW Date: 22-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 22-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000052B.0006.0007 

FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
KEN ATKINS 

92000009725 
-0 

FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
FLDDAT 
FLDDAT.DSP TITLE LOCATION 

DESCRIPTION 
Did not display locations. Gave duplicate error message when location 
was added. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/22/92 - Added code to force commit after entering the SAF 
information. 
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22-DEC-92 Page WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
. Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 
Comment ID : 757 Priority: LOW Date: 22-DEC-92 

1 of 

Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 22-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000323.0004.0007 

FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
KEN ATKINS 

92000009793 
-0 

FRM-40400. Transaction complete — 2 records posted an 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE.IDENT SAMPLE 

DESCRIPTION 
Did not add sequence number when creating first sample using ".", 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/22/92 - Fixed. 

TS> 
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23-DEC-92 Page WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

1 of 

Comment ID 765 Priority: LOW Date: 23-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 23-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000324.0006.0007 

FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
KEN ATKINS 

92000009942 
-0 

FRM-40407 Transaction complete — posted records comm 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE.IDENT SAMPLE 

DESCRIPTION 
Sample ID Sequence not generated correctly. Does not find maximum 
sample ID and add one. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/23/92 - Fixed sample id generating procedure to post changes to db 
and then query db to get maximum sequence. 
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23-DEC-92 WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID : 758 Priority: LOW 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 23-DEC-92 FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

92000009871 
-0 

FRM-40400 Transaction complete 
SAMP LE_ANALYSIS_REQ_LINE 
REQLIN 
REQLIN.TYPE_BOTTLE_COMPOS 
ITION 

Date: 23-DEC-92 
Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000032D.0015.0007 
1 records posted an 

DESCRIPTION 
Help says this field is mandatory, hint says OPTIONAL. 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/23/92- Removed "OPTIONAL" from this and other bottle fields. 

\j£^m 

\1y 
Z~> 

i?o 
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23-DEC-92 WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID : 760 P r i o r i t y : LOW 

Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 23-DEC-92 
Date: 23-DEC-92 
Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000032D.0010.0007 

FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TODD ADAMS 

92000009871 
-0 

FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
SAMPLE_ANALYSIS_REQ_LINE 
REQLIN 
REQLIN.IDENT SAMPANAL 

DESCRIPTION 
Request number sequence generating problem. I added 3 records then 
committed. I then added 6 more and committed. I then added a record 
by tabbing through the request # field, expecting to get #10 and 
instead got #6. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/23/92 - Fixed sequence number generate procedure to post changes 
and then query max from db. 

Zs -2*7 
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23-DEC-92 WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer' s Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2120U1 Sample Authorization Form 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 765 Priority: LOW 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 23-DEC-92 
Date: 23-DEC-92 
Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000324.0006.0007 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
KEN ATKINS 

92000009942 
-0 

FRM-40407 Transaction complete — posted records comm 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE.IDENT SAMPLE 

DESCRIPTION 
Sample ID Sequence not generated correctly. Does not find maximum 
sample ID and add one. 

tZ,[z3 
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WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 

Function Key Test Checklistlor" form:- L62IXQU\ 

Blocks 

o o 

i_ 

> 

:unction Kev 
Show Vers Shft-FlO 
Comment/Bug Shft-F3 
Fast Access F5 
Back F4 or Esc 
Main Menu Shft-F4 
Key Tmpl Ctrl-Fl 
Contxt Prnt Fll 
Query Print Ctrl-Fll 
Ora Print Shft-Fll 
Help 
Key Help 
Online Doc 

Fl 
Shft-Fl 
F2 

Dis Journal Shft-F2 
Rel Data F3 
Spec Func 1 Shft-F5 
Spec Func 2 Gtrl-F5 

F7 
Ctrl- F4 

Edit Text 
Exit Svs 
Enter Qry F12 
Correct Query fields 
Execute Qry Shft-F12 
Count Qry Ctrl-F12 
Uppercase? & LOVs? 
Query Order 
Home 
End 
Nxt/Prv Bl 
Scrll Up/D: 
Prev/Next 
Up/Down 

Home 
End 

k PgDn/PgUp 
n Shft-Up/Down 
Fid 

Insert Rec 
Add Record 
Mandatory 
Dupl Fid 
Dupl Rec 
Duplicate 
Validation 
List Val 
Optional F 
Uppercase 
Commit 
Delete Rec 
Clear Fid 
Clear Frm 
Clear Rec 

Insert 
at end 

Check 
Shft-F6 
F6 

Check 

F9 
ields Marked 

_ fJO 
Delete 
F8 
Shft-F8 
Ctr l -F8 

Bugs: 
lH*\ 1) <5>^«-f «*vo*a. -TO? &.OC.J4 ra 

7S~I 2 ) wo <=.ffi.o t s v / e t He<-P FoSL art.tr a r o « w r s i 
7 5 " ^ 3 ) u » O r 4 T ACCtkyJ <D£XST£ S i 

D • • 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 

• • 

0 s 
S3 
H 
D 
D • 
D • 

757 

Fixed Tested 
0 IE! 

7S*» 
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Function Key Test Checklist for form: <LgAl<?DQ \ 

Function Key 
Show Vers Shft-FlO 
Comment/Bug Shft-F3 
Fast Access F5 
Back F4 or Esc 
Main Menu Shft-F4 
Key Tmpl C t r l - F l 
Contxt Prnt F l l 
Query Pr in t C t r l - F l l 
Ora Pr int Sh f t -F l l 
Help 
Key Help 
Online Doc 

o 

o> 

13 

0) 
Q 

F l 
Shft -F l 
F2 

Ois Journal Shft-F2 
Rel Data F3 
Spec Func 1 Shft-F5 
Spec Func 2 Ctrl-F5 

F7 
Ctrl-F4 

Edit Text 
Exit Svs _ 
Enter Qry F12 
Correct Query fields 
Execute Qry Shft-F12 
Count Qry Ctrl-F12 
Uppercase? & LOVs? 
Query Order 
Home 
End 
Nxt/Prv Bl 
Scrll Up/D 
Prev/Next 
Up/Down 

Home 
End 

k PgDn/PgUp 
n Shft-Up/Down 
Fid 

Insert Rec 
Add Record 
Mandatory 
Dupl Fid 
Oupl Rec 
Ouplicate 
Validation 
List Val 
Optional F 
Uppercase 
Commit 
Delete Rec 
Clear Fid 
Clear Frm 
Clear Rec 

Insert 
at end 

Check 
Shft-F6 
F6 

Check 
F9 

ields Marked 
_ F10 

Delete 
F8 
Shft-F8 
Ctr l -F8 

-SAfr. 

Jugs: , 

7 3 U 2) x*(A»ff<j)o*Te ©Use* K€Cf» 

SC T f t v E P T b E D « T T * £ T . 
Fixed Tested 

IS 0 

<B -**Yi 4) HUP 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

7U& 

.03 
IE! 

1 * D 
a • 
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3 LE2122U1 UPDATE SAMPLE SCHEDULE 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: UPDATE SAMPLE SCHEDULE 
Short Name: LE2122U1 

Purpose: To view the sample sohedule for a SAP. 
Initial Test Date: /? I/%ff£ J$L-s 

Verification Date: Jc^ I jfi [ Cfcj, f$-~/ 

Help 
( ) 

Disp 
Fkeys 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

— Security 
Del Query 
( ) ( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Block: EVENT 
Title: SAP 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

ins 
( ) 

Del 
.( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( 

Data Element 
Dis 

Datatype Len . Help 
val/ 

LOV Range 
Not 
Null Ins 

IDENT EVENT 
TITLE EVENT 
REV EVENT 

CHAR 20 
CHAR 35 
NUMBER 3 

( ) 
< ) 
( ) 

( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
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Block: SAMPLEJSCHEDULE 
Title: Sample Schedule 

Help Scroll 
• ' ( • ) . ( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len Help LOV. 

Val/ 
Range 

Not 
Null Ins 

IDENT SCHED 
DATE SCHEDULED 
.IDENT SAF 
DATE_REQUESTED 

CHAR 
DATE 
CHAR 
DATE 

20 
8 

20 
8 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

• • ( 

( 
( 
( 

) 
) 
) 
) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

; < ) 
( > 
( ) 
< > 

Module Description 

Module Help 

Module Test Plan 

Module Test Case 

Block: EVENT 
Title: SAP 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENTJEVENT 
Field Description 
This field uniquely identifies the event. 
Field Test Case 

( ) Begin field with a space. 
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Block: EVENT 
Title: SAP 

Field Name: IDENT_EVENT 
Field.Test Case 

( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard' on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help.. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of. the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ). Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

3 
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Block: EVENT 
Title: SAP 

Field Name: IDENT_EVENT 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the. record to the database, 
each change made, to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Attempt to.enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: EVENT 
Title: SAP 

Field Name: TITLE_EVENT 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of" field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help.. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes, the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field, help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 

• after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

5 
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Block: EVENT 
Title: SAP 

Field Name: TITLE_EVENT 
Field Test Results Expected 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ). Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

Field Name: REV_EVENT 
Field Description 
This field represents a revision to the event. 
Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
Title: Sample Schedule 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_SCHED 

Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DATEJSCHEDULED 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_SAF 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
Title: Sample Schedule 

Field Name: DATE_REQUESTED 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Programmer' s Bug Report 

Application: LEMIS Liquid Effluent Monitoring Information System 
Transaction: LE2122U1 Update Sample Schedule 

1 of 

Comment ID : 745 Priority: LOW Date: 18-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

FIXED Date: 18-DEC--92 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
-0 

FRM-40100 At first record. 
SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
SS 
SS.DATE SCHEDULED 

Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 

DESCRIPTION 
no help available 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
12/18/92 - Help added. 
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4 LE3310U1 FIELD DATA DEFINITION 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: FIELD DATA DEFINITION 
Short Name: LE3310U1 

Purpose: Define field data for a sample 
Initial Test Date: l.̂ l I IMP ^1 
Verification Date: f^j \ \%\ Q.(9~ /JQ. ^ 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
C ) ( ) ( ) •( ) 

Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Data Element 

Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) < > ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

DATE_COLLECT_START DATE 8 
IDENT_CHAIN_CUSTODY CHAR 7 
TITLEJJOGBOOK CHAR 25 
NUMJLOGBOOK CHAR 8 
NUM_LOG_PAGE NUMBER 4 
SAMPLE_CLARITY CHAR 6 
SAMPLE_COLOR CHAR 9 
SAMPLE_TEMPERATURE NUMBER 6 
CONDUCTIVITY CHAR 6 
PH NUMBER 4 
FLAG TEXT CHAR 1 
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Block: LABORATORY 
Title: Laboratory Definition 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) ( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del Upd 
( ) ( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element 
Dis 

Datatype Len Help 
val/ Not 

LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT LAB CHAR 6 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: LEMIS_LOCATION 
Title: LEMIS Location 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) ( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del Upd 
( ) ( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element 
Dis 

Datatype Len Help 
Val/ Not 

LOV Range Null Ins 
TITLE LOCATION CHAR- . 40 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

• Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) < > - . < > 

Data Element 
Dis 

Datatype Len 
Val/ Not 

Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT_SAMPLE 
IDENT_HEIS_NUM 
SAMPLE PURPOSE 

CHAR 25 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
CHAR 12 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
CHAR 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: SAMPLE_SCHEDULE 
Title: Sample Authorization 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) < > . < > ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Data Element 
Dis 

Datatype Len 
Val/ Not 

Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT_SAP 
TITLE_SAP 
IDENT_SAF 
DATE REQUESTED 

CHAR 20 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
CHAR 35 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) • ( ) 
CHAR 20 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DATE 8 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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Block: TYPE_SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Title: Sample Purpose Codes 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 20 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Module Description 
This transaction creates the field data stub for a sample. 
1. Link to a sample. 
2. Create the stub information. 
3. Optionally, link associated person(s). 
4. Optionally, link associated resource(s). 
5. Optionally, link to container(s). 
Field data may contain text. ATM (atmospheric text) is a valid text 
code. 
The sampling location(s) associated with field data are defined. Use 
only the location title. 
For each location: 
1. Identify person taking sample. Use literal values. Multiple 
persons can be associated with the taking of a sample. 
2. Identify the scheduled sampling date. This should default to the 
scheduled sampling date of the SAF. 
3. The date and time of the collection begin will be identified as 
the "collection date." The date and time collection ended will be 
retained in the database but not displayed. 
4. The atmospheric, geographic, and flow rate data will not be 
displayed. 
For each location, individual sample information may be entered: 
1. Sample ID. The generated sample identifier is replaced by the 
HEIS sample number. 
2. The sample purpose code and expanded name are displayed. 
3. The selected lab for the sample is displayed. 
4. QC type and expanded name and turnaround type code and expanded 

3 
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Module Description 

text are displayed. 

5. Subject defaults to "LEF"; round number defaults to 1. Neither 
are displayed. 

Basic field data information is entered: 

1) Logbook number 
2) Logbook page number. 
3) Conductivity. 
4) pH 
5) Sample clarity 
6) Sample color 
7) Temperature of sample 
8) Chain of custody number. 

Module Help 

Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 

Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 

1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 

Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 

( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 
( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 

4 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. • 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested s^h I *-)L i 

Developer / JJX— Date Complete (Z( vrfi *-
( ) 3 - Initial unit^ testing complete. / 

Secondary Testing 
Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 

development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

I^k/?'}-
( ) 4 - Secondary testing.in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found 

Tester Vfipg/ ^ Date Complete 
( ) 6 - Problem res^utToh in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 
( ) 8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for., 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, .and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer ; Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTESvtg^t to reflect testing reulfcs*. 
Project Manager o < ^ Date Complete '_l±±Mj^_ 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added̂ fco production usage menu./ / _ 
System Architect <Ar\— Date Complete V*-') -(V \°1 <— 

Module Test Case 

( ) Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
( ) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
( ) Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Transaction help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the transaction 
( ) Functions performed by the transaction 
( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

( ) Add a new record by using the insert key. 
( ) The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 

6 
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( ) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 
( ) Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 

arrow key. i ' 
( ) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 

end of the string of retrieved records. 
( ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 

of retrieved records is reached. 
( ) A new data record can be successfully added. 

( ) Query a single record. 
( ) A single record is retrieved. 
( ) Pressing SHIFT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

second query. 
( ) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

( ) Query multiple records using wild cards. 
( ) Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 

ready for a query. 
( ) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

( ) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

( ) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 

( ) Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
( ) Delete an existing record. 

( ) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

7 
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( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogerierated fields. 

i • 

( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location 
Block Description. 
This table is the primary link between the sample and the field data 
information that-is recorded when the sample is taken. 
Field data information is recorded for a sample at the same location 
for all portions of the sample. The location is normally some point 
on a waste stream. Grouping the location with the field data 
reduces redundant data entry of field data for each sample item. 

In addition to the data items entered durng scheduling, the 
following data is entered during field sampling, and is mandatory to 
maintain compatibility with HEIS: 

Sample id (HEIS number) 
Actual sampling date and time 

It is strongly suggested that the following items be entered into 
LEMIS, to ensure data integrity: 

Chain of Custody ID 
Log book title 
Field note page numbers. 

It is suggested that the following items be entered by the field 
techs after a sampe has been taken, to ensure data integrity: 

Temperature 
Wind Velocity 
.Ph 
Conductivity 
Weather'(precipitation) 
Sample Clarity 
Sample Color 

Preparing to take a sample 
. Sampling and Mobile Labs would benefit from the same reports that 

were mentioned previously as desirable, for scheduling. These are the 
schedule summary report and individual sample schedule report. 

The schedule summary report will be beneficial to Sampling and 
8 
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Block: FIELD_DATAJLOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location < 
Block Description 
Mobile Labs when they are either allocating their resources, or 
preparing for sampling the next day. The report should be organized 
by date, and at. least contain requested schedule date, location, 
and the SAF #. This report could be a 
screen that allows the field tech to search through a list of 
scheduled samples, by requested date. This report may not be 
available until release two. 

There is also a need for a report screen that shows the requested 
sample date, location, SAF #, field contact, data owner, sample 
matrix (always liquid effluent), text? and all the bottle information 
necessary to prepare for taking the sample. It may prove undesirable 
to flash all of this information on the screen, as the user scans 
throguh the sample dates. However, location, date, and SAF # should 
be updated on the screen as the user scans the list, so that he can 
select the sample of interest quickly. Note that the HEIS number has 
not been entered yet, so the sample must be 
identified by the SAF #, or location and date. 

After the sample is taken, the field tech accesses.the sample, 
either by location and date, or SAF # and round number, and enters the 
following data: 

HEIS # (if not already entered) 
Sample date (actual sampling date) 
Chain of custody #s 
Logbook title and page numbers 
Temperature 
Conductivity 
Ph 
Sample clarity 
Sample color 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DATE_COLLECT_START 

Field Description 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location 

Field Name: DATE_COLLECT_START 
Field Test Case 

( ) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 
Attempt to store an invalid date: 

{/) Enter the day as 00. 
( \ Enter the day as 32. 
( / Enter the day as 30 in February. 
( i Enter the day as 31 September. 

Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

.(/^Purpose of the field 
(.J/yLOV reference if available 
( •? Valid range of values where present 
(J/Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change; 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
. (<o Change the field, committing after each change.. . 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

i ( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or # ; ftp 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT^PT* [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
10 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location > 

Field Name: DATE_COLLECT_START 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

, Use SQL-Plua to verify all data fields are processed correctly. iX 
• AMI 

( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. -Js «' /A ^ 
) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. -—-s f\L> I\ 

( ) No error should occur. \ > <^\ 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 3 W 
Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field.- The database should contain a null value. 

) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 11^ 
as a null value. 

S: Enter an invalid date. The invalid date should be rejected. 
Field Name: IDENT_CHAIN_CUSTODY 

Field Description 
The identifier of the chain of custody form for the sample. 
Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

11 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location 

Field Name: TITLE_LOGBOOK' 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected \ v-V-

Field Name: NUM^OGBOOK^ — 
Field Description 

n3\ v&&$ 
-rf 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
^733 

Field Name: NUM_LOG_PAGEt 

Field Description 
The page number within the log book. 
Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: SAMPLE_CLARIT1 
Field Description 
The clarity of the sample. LOV available. 
Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

12 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location 

Field Name: SAMPLE_COLO 
Field Description 
The color of the sample. A LOV is provided. Entering the first 
three characters of the color will cause the rest to be loaded 
automatically. 
Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: SAMPLE_TEMPERATURJ2/ 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: CONDUCTIVITY1" 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: PH/,.-''" 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

13 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location 

Field Name: FLAG TEXT 
Field Description. 
This field is a flag that identifies when supporting text 
is present fô r a data row. The valid values are either 
"Y" (yes) or TN" (no). When the user desires to add text 
in support of ̂  data row, the flag is set to "Y". The 
system then britogs up the general text form and permits 
the user to enter text of varying types for the data row. 
Where text is already present, the user places the cursor 
on the flag field ̂ nd selects to retrieve the text data. 
Text data may be updated. Note that updating text data 
causes the same hierarchical cloning that takes place 
elsewhere when a data\row is updated. This ensures that 
the text data is also properly audit trail covered. 

\ Field Test Case \ 

\ ( ) Accept the default. \ 
. . \ ( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 

\ 
( ) Override the default with\an invalid data value. 
( ) Begin field with a space. \ 
( ) Enter data beyond length of \field. . • • 

( ) If autoskip is in effecty cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor wiyLl remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the fielc 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and\enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions \of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

14 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

15 
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Block: FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
Title: Field Data for a Location 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

16 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 
Block Description 
A sample is a defined sampling activity to be taken at a specific 
location. 
Each sample is broken into four subsamples which are classified by 
how the subsample was digested. Each subsample is assigned a process 
number; the four forms are: 

Raw sample 
KOH fusion 
Water digestion 
Acid digestion. 

Each subsample may be appropriate for many different methods. Some 
subsamples will share the same method. Lab names are not needed to 
define methods, because they are set by procedures specified by the 
customer. 
Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_SAMPLE / 
Field Description 
This field is the end user unique identifier for the sample. Sample 
identifiers for LEMIS will be HEIS sample numbers. HEIS numbers are 
assigned in the following manner. OSM gets a block of HEIS numbers 
from HEIS. Field sampling groups then get blocks of numbers from OSM. 
The HEIS numbers are assigned in the field on a chain of custody form. 

Field Test Case 

( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

17 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

Field Name: IDENT_SAMPLE 
Field Test Case 
( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 
( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
18 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

Field Name: IDENT_SAMPLE 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

Field Name: IDENT_HEIS_NUM 

Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

Field Name: SAMPLE_PURPOSE^ 
Field Description . 

Field Test Case 

{j/j TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

(J Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

a ) Begin field with a space. 
, / 

J 

Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(/) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

7 
Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ') Purpose of the field 
( \ LOV reference if available 
</) Valid range of values where present 
{yl Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
{Jf Default value when appropriate 

<r) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

20 
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Block: SAMPLE 
Title: Sample 

Field Name: SAMPLE_PURPOSE 
Field Test Results Expected 

(V) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

(x) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

0 Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
{) No error should occur. 
{si The database contains a null value for the field. 

•̂r Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 
Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

n/frV 
( i) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
]A At 

Attempt to enter data as lower case. Art-error should result. 

21 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Page 17 of 2 

Transaction: LE3310U1 Enter Field Data 

Comment ID 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

733 Priority: LOW Date: 17-DEC-92 , 
Date: 18-DEC-92 ASSIGNED 

PROBLEM 
TODD ADAMS 

LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
92000009757 
-0 

FRM-40202 Field must be entered. 
FIELD_DATA_LOCATION 
FLDDAT 
FLDDAT.NUM LOG PAGE 

Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000052B.0000.0007 

DESCRIPTION 
NOT NULL FIELD, HELP STATES FIELD MAY BE LEFT EMPTY 

I I O 
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2.0 GENERIC 

2.1 GE1001U1 MAINTAIN ADDRESS CODES 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN ADDRESS CODES 
Short Name: GE1001U1 

Purpose: To maintain address codes. 

Initial Test Date: \\ \\^op (jOs 

Verification Date: h//?/^>- ^f 

Disp Security 
Help Fkeys Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) • ' ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not. 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
TYPE_ADDR CHAR 3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DESCR_TYPE_ADDR CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Module Description 
This module is used to add, update or delete valid address codes 
and their associated descriptions (i.e. PRI - Primary Address). 
Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
1 
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Module Test Plan 

Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 

( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested ^^ZL i // 

Developer ^ y C T Date Complete \{}lc6l^i"i 
( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. / / 

Developer / t j — D a t e Complete _JjJj3l t J 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - SecondaryAestinn complete, problems found. 

TesteryfUsr^^C\ I | jP I fe— Date Complete 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems found- / 

Tester W y ^ Date Complete • |j / ^ ( Q " ^ 

When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
.( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTES text to reflect testing reults. 
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Module Test Plan 
Project Manager ^ ^ > . Date Complete ^r'/fz 

( ) 20 - The transactiorfis placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added to production usage menu/. / 
System Architect x^f- Date Complete 'I /(*& j ^ 

Module Test Case 

Z. 

Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(-vf Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
(') Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
(>) Transaction help describes: 

v) Purpose of the transaction 
. w) Functions performed by the transaction 

(̂\K( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 
v) Add a new record by using the insert key. 

{') The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen, 
l/) j 
(v) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

{t4 Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 

|V$( ) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
end of the string of retrieved records, 

.//u ( ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
v/P ^°f retrieved records is reached. 

(S) A new data record can be successfully added. 
(S> < Query a single record. 

single record is retrieved. 
( ) Pressing S1WS57F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

second query. 
(\j The second query successfully retrieves the desired .data. 
Query multiple records using wild cards. 

4 
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• / • (v) Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
/ready for a query. 

(T) i 

M 

(r) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
desired data. Verify by running the same query through 

» SQL*Plus. 
dj) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 

, Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 
(,/) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 

correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(f/i Change each field individually, committing after each change. 

jjL ( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 
and invalid values. 

</ Delete an existing record. 
The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(,/} The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

(/) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 

A (O All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 
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Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 
Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: TYPE_ADDR 
Field Description 
This is a 3-character field which represents the type of address (i.e. 
PRI(mary), or SEC(condary), etc...). 
Field Test Plan 

("Ŝ  Display column help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
lescribes the purpose and functions of the column in end-user 
jrms. 

( ) Change the data field. Verify that the change was made 
by displaying the record on screen before and.after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after fche changes were made. 

( ) Delete an. existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forWard field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Test LOV where that capability is defined. 

( ) Select the firsst entry in the LOV. 
( ) Select the last^entry in the LOV. 
( ) Use the FIND option and select an entry. 

( ) Enter data beyond the length of the field. 
( ) Set the keyboard on lower\ase and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 
( ) Attempt to enter data as lower\;ase. 

( ) Delete an existing data field valuX? Determine tha£N the system 
will display an error if the data fi* 
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Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 

Field Name: TYPE_ADDR 
Field Test Plan 
( ) Enter dara into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to\TAB to the next field. An error should occur. 
( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default^waiue~Vith an invalid alternative. 
Field Test Case 

Accept the default. 
$|r Override the default with a valid entry value. 
Mr Override the default with an invalid data value. 
({/> Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
{lX If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

i 
Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

{y) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(t/j Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( £T Field help describes: 

. (y/f Purpose of the field 
{J/h( ) LOV reference if available 

(̂7 Valid range of values where present 
kS) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 
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Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type • 

Field Name: (TYPE_ADDR 
Field Test Results Expected 
([/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 

occurred by displaying.the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
("0 Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( )l̂ Store5a series of records using the SHIFT/E?-[duplicate field] key ^ ^ z\^ 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. ~Tyj*£ ^ 

(^ Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

bV2 

</ The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

(v^Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
(0 All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

^Ifi- ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
jjlft ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 

Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(^Attempt to enter data as lower case. An-orror ohould rcsTrrtT" 
{^^TDelete an existing value. $ 

{/{?or NOT NULL fields, tfee-CQMWibO? message [field value may not 
„he dftlet.ftd] .-U-dioplaycd at commit. ft(L(J± /fay. £& enkrrJ 

(//) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 
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Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 

Field Name: TYPE_ADDR 
Field Test Results Expected 

<•) ] Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 

Field Name: DESCR_TYPE_ADDR 
Field Description 
This is a 30 character description of the address type. 
Field Test Plan 

(\/) Display column help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the column in end-user 
terms. 

(V; Change the data field. Verify that the change was made 
by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made.. 
Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

(V) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Fr- [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

yf( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 

# 
( ) Test LOV where that capability is defined. 

( ) Select the first entry in the LOV. 
( ) Select the last entry in the LOV. 
( ) Use the FIND option and select an entry. 

(/Ĵ Enter data beyond the length of the field. ̂  f\D P̂ M-Aô -'1 (? O ^ 
{t*Y Set the keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 
(t/) Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 

will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

%J\ Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should occur. 

Field Test Case 

10 
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Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 

> ^ 

Field Name: DESCR_TYPE_ADDR 
Field Test Case 
( ̂ )/Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
ii) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(/) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(<0 Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

_ v 

•' \ ( ) Display field Kelp. Verify that the narrative.-adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms \ \ \ 

\ ' \ \ 
( >> Field help describes: \ 

\( ) ,Purpose of the field \ 
C-f" LOV reference if available \ 
( ) Valid range, of values where^present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate !' ( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made;, display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below .valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if; no LOV) . ( ) Value above valid range should, display message' COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). ^ 

( ) Store a^s^rj^es'df-j^cords^u^lng the^HIFT/F? [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values frem^the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
11 

£**' 

M> 
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Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 

Field Name: DESCR_TYPE_ADDR 

Field Test Results Expected 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

/ 
{i^y The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database.. 

(vf Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
{\/) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(V) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Delete^an existing valuê . 

( )\For NOT NULL fields, tXeCQM00107 message [field value may. not 
be deleted] is^displayed" at commit. ^~" 

(l/i Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Ent̂ r_jdata in^Qthe fi^-ldr-^ickspace^the data out ofvthe field and 
attempt toTAB tc^^ie next field. An error should result. 

12 
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2 GE1002U1 MAINTAIN COUNTRY CODES 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN COUNTRY CODES 
Short Name: GE1002U1 

Purpose: To maintain country codes. 

Initial Test Date: jl J l^fa <?QL, 

Verification Date: Jl/lfi/'iV/^ 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
Title: Country Code 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element 
Dis Val/ Not 

Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
COUNTRY 
DESCR_COUNTRY 

Module Description 

CHAR 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Module Help 
This transaction is used to add, delete, and update country codes and 
descriptions. 
To store a new country code: 
1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to a blank line. 

1 
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Module Help 

If all of the spaces are filled and more country codes are to 
be added, press the down arrow key to the bottom entry and then 
continue to press the down arrow key until a blank entry appears. The 
already entered codes will scroll upward, leaving space for an 
additional code to be entered. 

2. Enter the appropriate country code. 
3. Enter a 1-30 character description of the code. 
4. To add more codes, press the down arrow key to the next blank 

space and repeat the entry process. 
5. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to store the selected codes in the 

database. 
To update an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor displays the entry to 

be updated. 
2. If the code is to be changed, enter the replacement code over 

the existing code. CAUTION: Changing a country code 
will cause the replacement value to be entered everywhere in 
the database where the original value was used. 

3. If the description is to be changed, TAB to the description 
field and make the change. 

4. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to update the selected codes. 
To delete an existing code: 

1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor is located at the 
code to be deleted. 

2. Press the DELETE key. NOTE: If the code is being used by other 
data in the database, it cannot be deleted. An error message 
will be displayed. 

3. If no error occurs, press the COMMIT key (F10) to delete the 
code from the databse. 

Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
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Module Test Plan 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 

( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems found. / / 

Tester (^~^ ' D a t e Complete ^[[Z^((Z-* 

When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 
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Module Test Plan 
4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 

retesting. i 
The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 

the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTESLgjct to reflect testing reults.. 
Project Manager """"̂ S Date Complete J]_/^f/fiy 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction addepL-to production usage menu/. / 
System Architect <M" Date Complete i\jJ^cl\iT z. 

Module Test Case 

(/) Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
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contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(./) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
(/) Transaction help describes: 

(•f,Purpose of the transaction 
(^Functions performed by the transaction 

•jM ( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 
(̂9 Add a new record by using the insert key. 

MA 
(Y) The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
{^f A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

(v9 Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 

. ( ) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
\ r\ end of the string of retrieved records. 
\k \ ( ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
^ of retrieved records is reached. 

(ur A new data record can be successfully added. 

: / Query a single record. 
(//.A single record is retrieved. 
(^Pressing SBSgT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a y second query. 

The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

M> 

Query multiple records using wild cards. 
Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
•ready for a query. 

(isf A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
desired data. Verify by running the same query through 

/
SQL*Plus. 
A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 

/ Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 
v) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 

correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(V Change each field individually, committing after each change. 

5 
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(-0 Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 
and invalid values. 

( n Delete an existing record. < 

(̂ r The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

(1/ Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( /Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
(/> All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
Title: Country Code 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: COUNTRY ^ \sî vr\C-V WJr- °/ 

Field Description ' . J d ^ ^ ^ ^ ' f ^ ' L f ' ^ VP ^ ^ f ; ^ S ^ 
Field Test Case . v .r r^?^ 

^ &*** 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
Title: Country Code 

Field Name: DESCR_COUNTRY 
Field Description 
This field contains a 1-30 character descriptive title of the country. 
Field Test Case 

^u Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(\X If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(-0 Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

/ 

(y) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(/) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
r) Field help describes: 
y / {S) Purpose of the field 
fj/$(?>)ft L 0 V reference if available 
/ ( ) Valid range of values where present 

M^j/'(4^?Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( 1 Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the fieldkin an existing/recoxd. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record onscreen before/anal after the 
changes^ were made;\display the record\using SQL*Plus tefore and 
after tpe changes were made. 
( ) 
( ) 

Change the field:, committing after\ each change. 
Change the field\where a range of valid/values exifets: 
( ) Value below va^d range should ditsplay message BQM00101 or 
( ) VsQJae above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 

r. 
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• Block: TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
Title: Country Code ' o 

Field Name: DESCR_COUNTRY p^^V-l $ [J, 
&* ' n &* Field Test Results Expected , U^{ J) 7)^ 

( /f Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(/) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

«• (.-Ĵ Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
t/^S) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error Tffiould result.. A/I r> A /X 

{/{-n Delete an existing value. ^ r 
_./i \ ( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not f 

j £ be deleted] is displayed at commit. f-{ .: pic±4 Y)Q gtl&s-*-<^ 

( ) Attempt,_to bypass the field. An error message should tell you (i\a.-C 
tnat̂ -the field-data must ̂be~_ejitered. """"--̂  
Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE1002U1 Maintain Country Codes 

Page 2 of 

Comment ID 520 Priority: LOW Date: 19-NOV-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 28-NOV-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 

FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TEST USER 

-0 
FRM-40102 Record must be entered or deleted first. 
TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
CNTRY 
CNTRY.COUNTRY 

DESCRIPTION 
Help states there is a default, None found when using down arrow down 
column. 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
11/29/92 - Fixed help to match form. 
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Programmer's Bug Report 
Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE1002U1 Maintain Country Codes 

Date: 19-NOV-92 

Page 2 of 

Comment ID 521 Priority: LOW 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 28-NOV-92 TESTCHNG 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TEST USER 

83 
-0 

FRM-40202 Field must be entered 
TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
CNTRY 
CNTRY.COUNTRY 

Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000016C.0005.000B 

DESCRIPTION 
Deleting a value, not null field error should be frm40202 field must 
be entered 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
11-29-92 - The form seemed to work as it should. Maybe this is a 
confusion about the wording in the test booklet. 
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2.3 6E1003U1 MAINTAIN STATE CODES 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN STATE CODES 
Short Name: GE1003U1 

Purpose: To maintain state code? 

In i t ia l Test Date: /f \^\op fa^ 
Verification Date: h faS] ft-- 7/&\ 

Disp Security 
Help Fkeys Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
Title: State Code 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( > ( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del Upd 
( ) ( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len Help 

Val/ Not 
LOV Range Null Ins 

STATE 
.DBSCR_STATB 

CBAR 
CHAR 

2" 
30 

( ) 
( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) 
< ) 

Module Description 

Module Help 
This transaction is used to add, delete 
descriptions. 

, and update state codes and 

To store a new state code: 
1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to a blank line. 

1 
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Module Help 

If all of the spaces are filled and more state codes are to 
be added, press the down arrow key to the bottom entry and then 
continue to press the down arrow key until a blank entry appears. The 
already, entered codes will scroll upward, leaving space for an 
additional code to be entered. 

2. Enter the appropriate state code. 
3. Enter a 1-30 character description of the code. 
4. To add more codes, press the down arrow key to the next blank 

space and repeat the entry process. 
5. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to store the selected codes in the 

database. 
To update an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor displays the entry to 

be updated. 
2. If the code is to be changed, enter the replacement code over 

the existing code. CAUTION: Changing a state code 
will cause the replacement value to be entered everywhere in 
the database where the original value was used. 

3. If the description is to be changed, TAB to the description 
field and make the change. 

4. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to update the selected codes in the 
database. 

To delete an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor is located at the 

code to be deleted. 
2. Press the DELETE key. NOTE',: If the code is being used by other 

data in the database, it cannot be deleted. An error message 
will be displayed. 

3. If no error occurs, press the COMMIT key (F10) to delete the 
code from the databse. 

Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
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Module Test Plan 

As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 
designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 

( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 8 - Secondary testinc 

Tester 
Date Complete 

.nqvcamplete, no problems foundi / JU=» 
(T^-^ Date Complete \t(?Jf(f^y 

When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
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Module Test Plan 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTES^tgxt to reflect testing reults.-
Project Manager ~~*^?7 Date Complete >/•zi/p->— 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added to production usage menu. / 
System Architect * 9 T ~ Date Complete \,[\l(/\{^~L 

Module Test Case 

(•O Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
4 
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records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(./) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 

[./ Dupli 

( 4 Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
iesc 
;ern 

Transaction help describes: 
(A, Purpose of the transaction 
(0) Functions performed by the transaction 

./*( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 
( ) Add a new record by using the insert key. 

(*4yThe insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
(yf A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

(*0 Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
( ) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
/ end of the string of retrieved records. 

(/) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
i of retrieved records is reached. 

((/) A new data record can be successfully added. 
Query a single record. 

single record is retrieved. 
(••7 Pressing S*H5?T7F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

/second query, 
(/f The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(v/f Query multiple records using wild cards. 
(v) Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 

yready for a query. 
( / A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
/ SQL*Plus. 

CO A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
/Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

{/) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 

(") Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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.Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
(*•? Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 

Delete an existing record. 
{LX The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 

by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 
Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(A The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( 0 Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 

/ ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
Title: State Code 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: STATE 
Field Description 
This field contains a 2 character abbreviation for the state. 
Field Test Case 

(V) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should .contain a 
null value for the field. 
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Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
T i t l e : State Code 

Field Name: STATE 

Field Test Case 

( ) Enter data in the~\field. After entering data in the next f ie ld , 
backtab ro the /field, ancV'spNace througttHi^Ke^da^ta^jrhe database 
should contain' 'a nulr^value for t he / f i e ld . \ 

t\* ( ) Accept the default. 
( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( ) Override the default with an invalid data value. 
(V) Begin field with a space. 

Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(v) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

:/, Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(i,f Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(y) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

{/) Field help describes: 
v) Purpose of the field 

ftjPtA/LOV reference if available 
(t/h. Valid range of values where present 
(./}, Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
(s) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

•J (4 Change the field, committing after each change. 
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Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
Title: State Code 

Field Name: STATE 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 
~ ( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
\\ ( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT^PT [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. S ^ \ j. 
l^y Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(/) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

(«0 Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) \Bypa&s the~\field-vby^sing -the TAB key. 
( VNCierroE^ shou\§i''occur. \ ^V_/ 
0 The database contains a null value for the field. 

the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
field. The database should contain a null value. 
ing value. The field should be cleared and stored 

default value with a valid alternative. 
default value with an invalid alternative. 

d^Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(•O Attempt to enter data as lower case. g\n error should result. 
( -f Delete an existing value. 

(-0 For NOT NULL fields, the GOMOOlOT-ftiessage [fieid-value may not 
•—be—deleted"]- is displayed at commit. r— / / r /ft(/j±~fap .̂ vr/'v-ê */ 
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Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
Title: State Code 

Field Name: STATE 
Field Test Results Expected 
(i) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

that the field data must be entered. 

< / (/) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
Title: State Code 

Field Name: DESCR_STATE 
Field Description 
This field contains a 1-30 character descriptive title of the state. 
Field Test Case 

(/) Begin field with a space. 
(/) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(t'T If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(y0 Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(JO Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
(O Field help describes: 

(/) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 

(i/) Valid range of values where present 
(^Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 

Default value when appropriate 

jjfl 

{#> 
(/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( /i| Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 
/** ( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

10 
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Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
Title: State Code 

Field Name: DESCR_STATE 
Field Test Results Expected 
__ 7 & 
(y) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Ji?' [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
(~j Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(/) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( / Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
(•-7 All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(tf Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( J^Delete an existing value. "" ~~-

) Eor NOT NULL fields, the coMUOjJLw^nessage i field value may not 
(be deleted] is disp_iayed-at" commit. •pl.̂ ld (YlC^Si be •€ry\&s-e-~J 

(v? Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

(t/J Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

11 
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4 GElllOUl SECURITY PERSON MAINTENANCE 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: GElllOUl - SECURITY PERSON MAI 
Short Name: GElllOUl 

Purpose: Maintain Person Information for security purp 
I n i t i a l Test Date: /,j//fc/<?# J(2s 

Verification Date: 0-\1[[^\7 ^/^~ 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: DATA_OWNER 
Title: Data Ownership 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Data Element 

Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

IDENT_APPLICATION CHAR 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
IDENT_OWNER CHAR 12 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DESCR OWNER CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: DATA_OWNER_PERSON_J 
Title: Data Ownership(s) for this person 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element 
RELATIONSHIP 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
CHAR ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Data Element 

Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

NAME LAST CHAR 15 1 ' ) ( , 
NAME FIRST CHAR 10 [ ) ( 
INITIALS CHAR 4 ' ) ( 
TITLE CHAR 20 [ ) ( 
FLAG TEXT CHAR 1 [ ) ( 
IDENT PERSON CHAR 12 [ ) ( 
DATE_EXPIRES DATETIME 9 ( ) ( 
Block: ROLE 
Title: Role 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Data Element 
Dis Val/ Not 

Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT APPLICATION CHAR 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
IDENT ROLE CHAR 12 ( ) ( ) ( ) • ( ) ( ) 
TITLE ROLE CHAR . 36 ( .) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: ROLE_FUNC_UNIT_J 
Title: Access role(s) for this person 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
< ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element 
Dis Val/ Not 

Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

Module Description 

Module Help 
This transaction is used to maintain person information for this 
system and to assign people access roles and data ownership. 
Any person who needs access to the database MUST have an entry in 
this table. In order to set a user up so that they have access to 
the database the following must be done: 
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Module Help 

1) Create a person record with the correct oracle ID in the 'Oracle 
ID' field. The correct oracle ID should be 'OPS$' followed by the 
user's unix account id. Example: If the unix account is 'e83681' 

. then the Oracle ID should be OPS$E83681. 

2) Add the appropriate access roles and data ownerships for the 
desired application(s). 

3) If the Oracle account has not yet been set up, use the special 
function key (Shift-F5) to enter an Oracle system manager account 
and password. When you press commit (F10) the OPS$ Oracle account 
will be created. 

Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 

Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 

1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 

- 4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 
( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 
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Module Test Plan 
Secondary Testing 

» 
Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 

development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete _ 
- Problem resolution in progress. 
- Problem resolution complete. 
Developer ^ Date Complete 

- Secondary testing complete, no problems found. 

When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
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Module Test Plan 

End User Testing 
The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 

resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done.. 
( ) Updates NOTESyfcfijct to reflect testing reulfcs./ 
Project Manager ~ "^? Date Complete ^VV/vZ 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into ttte production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added to production usage menu. / 

MA- System Architect /f\ Date Complete ^(V 1*0— 

P/ 
Module Test Case 

( ) Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(yjr Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
/ 

( "f Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 

(/} Transaction help describes: 
( y Purpose of the transaction 
(O/Functions performed by the transaction 
{^( Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

(xT Add a new record by using the insert key. 
(") The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
(j{ A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

{A* Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
(y Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 

5 
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/end of the string of retrieved records. 
{') All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 

of retrieved records is reached. 
(,/A new data record can be successfully added. < 

( •f Query a single record. 
single record is retrieved. 

(/f Pressing seS3FT7F12 clears the record and permits entering a 
/second query. 

(•') The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
Query multiple records using wild cards. 

•e/Ti Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
/~ready for a query. 
( ) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
yr SQL*Plus. 

" ( ) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
.Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

(-0 A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 

(/) Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

(^Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change.each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
(̂') Delete an existing record. 

(/) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any' other 
autogenerated fields. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
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Block: DATA_OWNER_PERSON_J \ 
Title: Data Ownership(s) for this person ) < 
Block Description 

Block Test Case \\^ 

V 
Block Test Results Expected , '^^ ^ * >' 

y 
/ Field Name: RELATIONSHIP i ' ^ . 
\~FjLeld Description / , 

Field Test Case 

( ) Accept the default. 
( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( ) Override the default with an invalid data value. 
( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

. ( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
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Block: DATA_OWNER_PERSON_J 
Title: Data Ownership(s) for this person 

Field Name: RELATIONSHIP 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Required indicator'when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ). The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
{ ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 
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Block: DATA_OWNERJPERSON_J 
Title: Data Ownership(s) for this person ' 

Field Name: RELATIONSHIP 
Field Test Results Expected 
( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: NAME_LAST 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

r) Begin field with a space. 
(w Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(jy If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(/J Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 
Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

S Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
(/) Field help describes: 

f) Purpose of. the field 
(^TLOV reference if available 
(̂-) Valid range of values where present 
{yf Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
(-') Default value when appropriate 

(A Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 

10 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: NAME_LAST 
Field Test Results Expected 

after/the changes were made. 
C) Change the field, committing after each change.. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). . 

*\ I A" K LP 
' '(. ) Store a series of records using the SH-EET/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
Delete an existing value. 
( ̂ For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 
) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

:.hat the field data must be entered. 
( y) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
0 Attempt to enter data as lower case. An\error_jshould~result. 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: NAME_FIRST 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

(/) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to.the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

M Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(n Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(•f Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( Y Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
(O LOV reference if available 
( S)y Valid range of values where present 
{ ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( "J Default value when appropriate 

(/?) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
V) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/E? [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: NAME_FIRST 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( / Delete an existing value. 

{/ For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( f) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

/
that the field data must be entered. 
Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

(/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. • An tgirur~bliould—resul-*?• 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: INITIALS 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

: / (/) Begin field with a space. 
\{ Enter data beyond length of field. 

(p If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(' ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( /set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

U< Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(/) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user f\ 
terms. -
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field ^ 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

/ > Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(-7 Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). n 

) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/J*7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: INITIALS 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

(•0 Delete an existing value. 
(/) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 
( y Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

that the field data must be entered. 
( /) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to' the next field. An error should result. 
(/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. -KflHerrbr shouTa~resxrlt-^' 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: TITLE 
Field Description 
This is the job title of the person represented by this record, 
single format across all significant tables in the database. The 
number value is generated by a sequence generator IDENT_SEQUENCE. 
This generator creates an 11-digit number, the first two of which are 
the fiscal year. The generator is reset every fiscal year and the 
year value incremented. As each new significant table row is 
created, the sequence generator supplies the unique identifier and 
increments by one. Under this approach no two signficant table rows 
in the database have the same identifier value. 

Field Test Case 

< / TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

{y) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
,should contain a null value for the field. 

r) Begin field with a space. 

(A Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(\^ If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

{•/) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(/) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) FieJd help describes: 

( ) Burpose of the field 
("fLi LOV reference if available 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: TITLE 
Field Test Results Expected 

T ) Valid range of values where present 
(«-ii\Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
(Jj Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
("'f Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). w 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT^E5^ [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
A ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

{S)Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
(-0/No error should occur. 
( <; The database contains a null value for the field. 

{/) E Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

{0 Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

(̂ -"Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. "T̂ n error-should result. c->. 
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Block: PERSON 
TitTeN: Person 

Field Name: FLAGJTEXT 
Field Description 
This field is.a flag that identifies when supporting text 
is present for a data row. The valid values are either 
"Y" (yes) or "N" (no). When the user desires to add text 
in support of a data row, the flag is set to "Y". The 
system then brings up the general text form and permits 
the user to enter text of varying types for the data row. 
Where text is already present, the user places the cursor 
on the flag field and selects to retrieve the text data. 
Text data may be updated. Note that updating text data 
causes the same hierarchical cloning that takes place 
elsewhere when a data row is updated. This ensures that 
the text data is also' properly audit trail covered. 
Field Test Case 

( .) Accept the default. 
( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( ) Override the default with an invalid data value. 
( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected f\ 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of theNf̂ Leld jA end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: FLAGJTEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: FLAGJTEXT 

Field Test Results Expected 
( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ).Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. . An error should result. 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: IDENT_PERS0N 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

(^ Begin field with a space. 
(dr Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will, skip to the next field. 
( j/lf no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(of Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

{- ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(•) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Fie-l'd help describes: 

( L/Purpose of the field 
(^LOV reference if available 
(/\^Valid range of values where present 
( j/Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(^7Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid reinge should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/g? [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: IDENT_PERSON 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( y All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(y^/Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(Uf Delete an existing value. 

( vf:For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ^Attempt to bypass the field: An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

ittempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
(^) Attempt to enter data as lower case. Aa-e*r̂ r-_slicaLld-ĵ efiuJJ>r~" 

(̂0 Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: DATE_EXPIRES 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

{') TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
sull value for the field. 

(A Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

{/) Attempt to store an invalid date: 
( ) Enter the day as 00. 
(/̂ /"Enter the day as 32. 
( 4yEnter the day as 30 in February. 
() Enter the day as 31 September. 

Field Test Results Expected 

±si isplay field help. Verify that the 
describes the purpose and functions of 
terms. 

iequately 
in end-user 

( ) Field help describes: 
(»S) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ^Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 
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Block: PERSON 
Title: Person 

Field Name: DATE EXPIRES 
Field,Test Results Expected r.\P 

(O^Store a series of records using the SHIFT/€^ [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
X ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(îT Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
(c) No error should occur. 
(cJ-̂ The database contains a null value for the field. 

(^XEnter.data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

C/J Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

( y^ Enter an invalid date. The invalid date should be rejected. 
Block: ROLE_FUNC_UN.IT_J 
Title: Access role(s) for this person 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Page 2 of 2 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE1110U1 Maintain Person 
Comment ID : 726 Priority: LOW Date: 16-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 16-DEC-92 Class: ASSIGNED 
COMMENT 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 

7556 
-0 

FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
PERSON 
PERSON 
PERSON.INITIALS 

Oracle ROWID: 00000024.0004.000B 

DESCRIPTION 
initals' has four characters in field, help states to enter "Middle" 
inital(s). Do we want text to read just initials? or last, middle, 
first initals? just middle? 

d< ^ ^ 
X s 

? 0 & 

vl/ ,v 
J f ^ 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Page 3 of 29 

• 
ransaction: GElllOUl Maintain Person 
Comment ID : 725 Priority: LOW 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table -
Block 
Field 

Date: 16-DEC-92 ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 

7030 
-0 
-0 

PERSON 
PERSON 
PERSON.NAME LAST 

Date: 16-DEC-92 
Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000021.0005.OOOB 

DESCRIPTION 
when query error occurs ID ROLE?? 

^ fr« ' V ^ 
^ 

If-" 

<< v ( / ^ 
/ 

Ajrr4c^ 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Page 4 of 2 

Transaction: GElllOUl Maintain Person 

Comment ID 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

727 Priority: LOW Date: 16-DEC-92 
Date: 16-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000024.0004.000B 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 

7556 
-0 

FRM-40209 Field must be of form DD-MON-YY. 
PERSON 
PERSON 
PERSON.DATE EXPIRES 

DESCRIPTION 
Help should give an example of the format used; DD-MON-YY. 

^ 

/ 

xJfj-tV^ ^ u b v l ^ 
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2.5 GE1210U1 MAINTAIN ORAGANIZATION 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: GE1210U1 - MAINTAIN ORGANIZATI 
Short Name: GE1210U1 

Purpose: Maintain Organization Information. 

Initial Test Date: /c$ !$ 9^ ,/*3^ 
Verification Date: . )/JLL,/CI3 fc^^r 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

Val/ Not 
( 

Data Element Datatype Len 
3 

Help LOV Range Null Ins 
TYPE ADDR CHAR 

Len 
3 

Help LOV Range Null 

ADDR LINE 1 CHAR 30 
ADDR LINE 2 CHAR 30 
ADDR LINE 3 CHAR 30 
ADDR CITY CHAR 20 
STATE CHAR 2 
ZIPCODE CHAR 10 
COUNTRY CHAR 2 
ADDR PHONE CHAR 18 
ADDR MS CHAR 10 
ADDR BLDG CHAR 10 
ADDR ROOM CHAR 10 
FLAG TEXT . CHAR 1 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT_ORGAN CHAR 12 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
TITLE CHAR 40 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
FLAG_TEXT CHAR . 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis ; Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCR_TYPE_ADDR CHAR 30 . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
Title: Country Code 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCR_COUNTRY CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
Title: State Code 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

Module Description 

Module Help 

2 
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Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will.sign the. plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 

Developer Testing 
As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 

performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 

( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ). 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 
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Module Test Plan 

/
Developer Date Complete 

8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTE^Jfcext to ref lec t t e s t ing r eu l t s . . 
Project Manager_>S Date Complete '/^(D/JL p 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
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Module Test Plan 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added to production usage menu. 
System Architect /Vf- Date Complete Kl^lU^ ^> 

Module Test Case 

CO Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
{ ) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
( ) Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately /?(J ' 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user j p jo 
terms. i^^^ 

( ) Transaction help describes: 
( ) Purpose of the transaction 
( ) Functions performed by the transaction 
( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

(/) Add a new record by using the insert key. 
(O/The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
(/} A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

(<0 Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. , ^ ^ frlpA^ ^ ^ 
(^/^.Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the A&r~ (/~^ </ 

/~ end of the string of retrieved records. 
('• ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
y1 of retrieved records is reached. 
( ) A new data record can be successfully added. 

(/) Query a single record. 
(^yyk single record is retrieved. 
( T Pressing SSi£3VF12 clears the record and permits entering a 

Second query. 
The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

( > Query multiple records using wild cards. 
. (.̂ '''Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 

5 
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'ready for a query. 
(̂  A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
xS'QL*Plus. 

(XA^query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
^Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

( 4 A query using both prefix arid suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 

Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(/) Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
(X Delete an existing record. 

The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all. data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 
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• 
Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: TYPE_ADDR 
Field Description 
This field identifies the type of address (i.e. PRI(mary), 
SEC(ondary), etc.) 
Field Test Case 

{/) Accept the default. 
{/) Override the default with a valid entry value; 

fl P ( ) Override the default .with an invalid data value. 
ifk ( ) Begin field with a space. 

1 y 
([/( Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(J) Set keyboard oh lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(,/ Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(j/j Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
' describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. • 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the. field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
•("•) Valid range of values where present 
{ ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 

, ( ) Default value when appropriate 
(//Change the field in.an existing record. Verify that the change 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: TYPE_ADDR 
Field Test Results Expected 

(>7 Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

(') Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). w 

ilk f^ 
A"T( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(/) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 

,y ( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

<S Delete an existing value. 

(/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should 

I (/For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

< / • 
Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: TYPE_ADDR 
Field Test Results Expected 
(y) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_LINE_1 
Field Description 
Line 1 of the address. 

Field Test Case 

(</) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
lull value for the field. 

(') Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

(/) Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will, remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(yf Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(j/) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

(/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 

10 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_LINE_1 
Field Test Results Expected 

after the changes were made. 
( j Change the field, committing after each change. 
(') Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
\A Store a series of records using the SHIFT/f^ (/) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/g? [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
s ( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

;./) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
Ĉ )/No error should occur. 
("0 The database contains a null value for the field. 

X Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 
Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

S> Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

11 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_LINE_2 
Field Description 
Line 2 of the Address. 
Field Test Case 

« / TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

( 4 Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
3hould contain a null value for the field. 

(/) Begin field with a space.. 
{/) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
, last position of the field. 

(*) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(/) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( / Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

12 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_LINE_2 
Field Test Results Expected 

(A Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/I?f [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 

• . record from the database. 
( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

y ( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
(/) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 

{')/ No error should occur. 
(O The database contains a null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

x) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 

/
as a null value. 
Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

13 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_LINE_3 
Field Description 
Line 3 of the address. 

Field Test Case 

c/' TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

t/. Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

(yf Begin field with a space. 

(<<) Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
. last position of the field.. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( /J Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 

14 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_LINE_3 
Field Test Results Expected 

after the changes were made. 
(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

/
, ( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/1^ [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

') Bypa'ss the field by using the TAB key. 
('O/No error should occur. 
( X The database contains a null value for the field. 

(/Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(p Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

(JAny alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

15 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_CITY 
Field Description 
This is the city associated with this address. 
Field Test Case 

( V) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
lull value for the field. 

&) E: Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

( V'Begin field with a space. 
(-T'Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(sJr Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper.case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

{/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

16 
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• 
Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_CITY 
Field Test Results Expected 

(A Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
(y) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/P7 (y) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each.change made to the database, and. the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
A ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(/). Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
C ),,'No error should occur. 
(") The database contains a null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(c) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

(/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(r) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An_error ahould-result 

17 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: STATE 
Field Description 
This is the two character state code associated with this address. 
Field Test Case 

(/) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

{/) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain_a null value for the field. 

( ) Accept the( defaul^). ̂ ~C i-b^a^^ ^ 

• ( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
Ah 

A / * 

/ ( ) Override the default with an invalid data value. 
( ) Begin field with a space. 
(/) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will.skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ̂ /ulear an existing field and afcfeeSipt &6 update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately i_ 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. ~y 

( ) Field help describes: &}(*']£•'. ' 
(^Purpose of the field (Y\Q.^C^Y'^ 
( ) LOV reference if available .1 K (J 0 (/ n^01"^ 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: STATE 
Field Test Results Expected 

_ ^ . — -
alid range of values where present 

'^Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ") Default value when appropriate 
(4^Re 

(0 Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Jw [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the. journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

/
'( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
ByEfass the field by using the TAB key. 
(/)/No error should occur. 7 (-0 The database contains a null value for the field. 

(/) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 

-.K 1 9 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: STATE 
Field Test Results Expected 

fl" ( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(-A Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
(/} Delete- an existing value. 

( J-̂ FOr NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 
Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ZIPCODE 
Field Description 
This is the ZIPcode for the address. 
Field Test Case 

(/) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

( j/Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

( X Begin field with a space. 

[/) Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

VJ ( Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ZIPCODE 
Field Test Results Expected 

V) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
(/) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/^7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and. the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
, ( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(A Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
r ) No error should occur. 
{y The database contains a null value for the field. 

MT Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(Jf Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

(Jf Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

(^•Attempt to enter data as lower case, -̂ftn error"should result. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: COUNTRY 
Field Description 
This is the two character country code associated with this address. 
Field Test Case 

(/) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

(•--) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

) Y' ( 
i\iX\( ) Accept theV^efault./ 
A y( ) Override the default with a valid entry value ( ) Override the default with an invalid data value 

.Aip^ ) Begin field with a space 
(/) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(^KSet keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 
Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

i ( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
\ describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 

terms 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: COUNTRY 
Field Test Results Expected 

< K. Valid range of values where present 
('''T̂ Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
Ml Default value when appropriate 

(/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(*9 Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV) . _, 
/ & 

(/) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/iPT [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The. ̂ _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database,. 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
C/)yNo error should occur. 
( Jf The database contains a null value for the field. 

, / , Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(/J Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

) 

M '( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. ' ( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: COUNTRY 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(/.) Attempt to enter data as lower case. Aroerxor shoald^result, 
(/) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may^not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. _ . 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you ' ,, " 0 >* 
that the field data must be entered. '• " 

II 
( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

?v* 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_PHONE 
Field Description 
This is the phone number associated with this address. 

Field Test Case 

TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
ull value for the field. 
Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

) Begin field with a space. 
) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( y If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(/) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

(j( Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record.using SQL*Plus before and 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_PHONE 
Field Test Results Expected 

after'the changes were made. 
(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display, message COM00101 or 
L/5 Store a series of records using the SHIFT/^r [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

y( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
i/f Byp&ss the field by using the TAB key. 

( )/No error should occur. 
{-9 The database contains a null value for the field. 

(/{ Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(̂•f Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
is a null value. 
Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
W to enter Cata as iower case. *„ error s„o U l t l res» l t. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_MS 
Field Description 
The Mail Stop associated with this address. 
Field Test Case 

( c) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
\ull value for the field. 

( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

( X Begin field with a space. 
) Enter:data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(J) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at.end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

V 
( y Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(/) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_MS 
Field Test Results Expected 

{/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

(.) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
JPU? 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F-7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each-change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
( )yNo error should occur. 
( j / The database contains a null value for the field. 

( tf- Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(A Delete ah" existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

(/"; Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
Attempt to enter data as lower case. &n c-r-rnr- ^fluiA-Mmtr 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_BLDG 
Field Description 
Building identifier associated with the address. 
Field Test Case 

(/) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering'data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
•fall value for the field. 
Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

(A Begin field with a space. 
/ (<) Enter; data beyond length of field. 

( )/if autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( Jf If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field.. 

(/) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(y) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
{ ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if availcible 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR BLDG 
Field Test Results Expected 

{Cf Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/;p7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ). Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected.table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
/ O All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( <*) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
O No error should occur. 
( -r The database contains a null value for the field. 

( ; Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

A (Jf Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

Cl Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( Y Attempt to enter data as lower case. AiTerror should result. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_ROOM 
Field Description 
This is the room identifier (if any) for this address. 
Field Test Case 

TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
11 value for the field. 

(' ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
sjhbuld contain a null value for the field. 

field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 

If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 
overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

\X 
Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field/Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: ADDR_ROOM 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
UJL 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F^ [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

) Bypass the field by using the TAB key; 
( ) No error should occur. 
) The database contains a hull value for the field. 

(') Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and . 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

( -f Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

( KAny alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( )/Attempt to enter data as lower case. An erroi- pViz-mtri rn.mii 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address f\ 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Description 
This field is a flag that identifies when supporting text 
is present for a data row. The valid values are. either 
"Y" (yes) or "N" (no). When the user desires to add text 
in support of a data row, the flag is set to "Y". The 
system then brings up the general text form and permits 
the user to enter text of varying types for the data row. 
Where text is already present, the user places the cursor 
on the flag field and selects to retrieve the text data. 
Text data may be updated. Note that updating text data 
causes the same hierarchical cloning that takes place 
elsewhere when a data row is updated. This ensures that 
the text data is also properly audit trail covered. 
Field Test Case 

( ) Accept the default. 
( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( .) Override the default with an invalid data value. 
( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( .) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: FLAGJTEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator, when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 
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Block: ADDRESS 
Title: Address 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 

(') For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_ORGAN 
Field Description 
Organization title abbreviation. Format is XXX/XXX (alphanumeric) 
Field Test Case 

^ Begin field with a space. 
{/>rEnter data beyond length of field. 

( )̂ lf autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(_/j If no autoskip, cursor will.remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

{/f Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

{/) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(A Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

(^i Purpose of the field 
(̂ •"LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
(•-•) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
(^ Default value when appropriate 

{yf Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
• occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Field Name: IDENT_ORGAN 
Field Test Results Expected 

changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after/the changes were made. 
(<••? Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

n l COM00103 (if no LOV)." ' _ 
% a? 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/PT [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted.above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database,- and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(,/f Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

{/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An-error ohoulc 
(*0 Delete an existing value. 

(^For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
. be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(/{Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

("0 Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Field Name: TITLE 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

{//! Begin field with a space. 
( /f Enter data beyond length of field. 

( )/If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(0 If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
r-,^61 last position of the field. 
13 ^>r- ^ 
( ) Set keyboard on/lower case)and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case"*: 
(/) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately ,, 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user Q fc>> 
terms . \^rA^~ , . 

t lb v* i/ 
( ) Field help describes: hO <; U^U CI } ^ 

I^\I\-T\ ( ) P u r P ° s e o f t h e field yjs/^v" LP-J' 
L /yJ ( ) LOV reference if available ,, ' ^ Y^ 

' ) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

C; Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
0 Change the field, committing after each change. 

( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 
( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
(J^Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F̂ r [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Field Name: TITLE 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( / Delete an existing value. 

( r For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(c) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Description 
This field is a flag that identifies when supporting text 
is present for a data row. The valid values are either 
"Y" (yes) or "N" (no). When the user desires to add text 
in support of a data row, the flag is set to "Y". The 
system then brings up the general text form and permits 
the user to enter text of varying types for the data row. 
Where text is already present, the user places the cursor 
on the flag field and selects to retrieve the text data. 
Text data may be updated. Note that updating text data 
causes the same hierarchical cloning that takes place 
elsewhere when a data row is updated. This ensures that 
the text data is also properly audit trail covered. 

Field Test Case 

( ) Accept the default. 
( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( ) Override the default with an invalid data value. 
( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organi zat ion 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT x 

Field Test Results Expected 
) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
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Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Field Name: FLAG_TEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 
( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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10 
Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

ox 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DESCR_TYPE_ADDR 
Field Description 
This is a 30 character description of the address type. 
Field Test Case 

( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
. last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
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Block: TYPE_ADDR_CODE 
Title: Address Type 

Field Name: DESCR_TYPE_ADDR 

Field Test Results Expected 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

( > Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
Title: Country Code 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DESCR_COUNTRY 
Field Description 
This field contains a 1-30 character descriptive title of the country. 
Field Test Case 

( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect/ cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
( ) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
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Block: TYPE_COUNTRY_CODE 
Title: Country Code 

Field Name: DESCR_COUNTRY 

Field Test Results Expected 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: TYPE_STATE_CODE 
Title: State Code 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 
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18-DEC-92 WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE1210U1 Maintain Organization 
Comment ID : 743 Priority: LOW 

Page 1 of 

Date: 18-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Tield 

ASSIGNED Date: 18-DEC-92 Class: 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
92000009775 
-0 

FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 1 records posted an 
ADDRESS 
ADDR 
ADDR.COUNTRY 

Oracle ROWID: 00000C73.O017.000B 

DESCRIPTION 
there are no defaults to accept, help states help both allowable and 
nonallowable 

c& 4?) y 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Page 1 of 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE1210U1 Maintain Organization 

Comment ID 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

742 Priority: LOW 
Date: 18-DEC-92 

Date: 18-DEC-92 
Class: ASSIGNED 

PROBLEM 
KEN ATKINS 

LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
92000009775 Oracle ROWID: 00000C73.0018.000B 
-0 

FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 2 records posted an 
ADDRESS 
ADDR 
ADDR.STATE 

DESCRIPTION 
no description with LOV 
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18-DEC-92 

# 

WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
ransaction: GE1210U1 Maintain Organization 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 741 Priority: LOW Date: 18-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 18-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000C73.0017.000B 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
92000009775 
-0 

FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 1 records posted an 
ADDRESS 
ADDR 
ADDR.STATE 

DESCRIPTION 
help states blank both allowable and not allowable, 
help states defaults available but cannot accept them 

> 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE1210U1 Maintain Organization 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 740 Priority: LOW Date: 18-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

ASSIGNED Date: 18-DEC-92 Class: 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
92000009775 
-0 

FRM-40202 Field must be entered 
ORGANIZATION 
ORGAN 
ORGAN.TITLE 

Oracle ROWID: 00000024.0005.000B 

DESCRIPTION 
field cannot be left empty but help states both blank allowable and 
nonallowable. 

1 V V 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE1210U1 Maintain Organization 

Date: 18-DEC-92 
Class: 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID : 739 Priority: LOW 

Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

ASSIGNED Date: 18-DEC-92 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
92000009775 Oracle ROWID: 00000024.0005.000B 
-0 

FRM-40202 Field must be entered. 
ORGANIZATION 
ORGAN 
ORGAN.TITLE 

DESCRIPTION 
text is entered in lower case instead of upper case 

ft*** MA «K V 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE1210U1 Maintain Organization 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 738 P r i o r i t y . LOW Date: 18-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 18-DEC-92 Class: ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 

7034 Oracle ROWID: 00000021.0009.OOOB 
-o ' 

FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 2 records posted an 
ORGANIZATION 
ORGAN 
ORGAN.IDENT ORGAN 

DESCRIPTION 
order function (synchronization) not working 

1 AJ\ 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
•Transaction: GE1210U1 Maintain Organization 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID : 737 Priority: LOW Date: 18-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Oracle ROWID: 00000021.0009.OOOB 

ASSIGNED Date: 18-DEC-92 Class: 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 

7034 
-0 

FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
ORGANIZATION 
ORGAN 
ORGAN.IDENT ORGAN 

DESCRIPTION 
no transaction help available 

(J~t^. ^ 
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6 GE3002U1 MAINTAIN TABLE TYPE CODES 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN TABLE TYPE CODES 
Short Name: GE3002U1 

Purpose: To maintain Table Type Codes 
Initial Test Date: Jl 1 ;q fag 4^ 
Verification Date: // J'^AU 7/ *&] 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: DOCUMENT_HDR 
Title: Document Block 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Data Element 
IDENT DOCUMENT 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
CHAR 15 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_TABLE_CODE 
Title: System Table Type Codes 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Data Element 
Dis Val/ Not 

Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
TYPEJTABLE 
DESCRIPTION 
SUBJECT DATA 

CHAR 6 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
CHAR 25 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
CHAR 25 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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Module Description 

Module Help 
This transaction is used to add, update, or delete table type codes. 
This module supports the maintenance and retrieval of table type 
codes. This table maintains a list of valid codes that describe the 
types of tables that may exist in the database. 

To store a new table type code: 
1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to a blank line. 

If all of the spaces are filled and more table type codes are to 
be added, press the down arrow key to the bottom entry and then 
continue to press the down arrow key until a blank entry appears. The 
already entered codes will scroll upward, leaving space for an 
additional code to be entered. 
2. Enter the appropriate table type code. 
3. Enter a 1-30 character description of the code. 
4. To add more codes, press the down arrow key to the next blank 

space and repeat the entry process. 
5. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to store the selected codes in the 

database. 
To update an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor displays the entry to 

be updated. 
2. If the code is to be changed, enter the replacement code over 

the existing code. CAUTION: Changing a table type code 
will cause the replacement value to be entered everywhere in 
the database where the original value was used. 

3. If the description is to be changed, TAB to the description 
field and make the change. 

4. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to update the selected codes in the 
database. 

To delete an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor is located at the 

code to be deleted. 
2. Press the DELETE key. NOTE: If the code is being used by other 

data in the database, it cannot be deleted. An error message 
will be displayed. 

3. If no error occurs, press the COMMIT key (F10) to delete the 
code from the databse. 

2 
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Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 1 — Transaction under development, untested. 

( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
{ ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. /,, l. 
Developer t~M D a t e Completed /M f Q 

Secondary Testing 
Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 

development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems foui; 

Tester 
stfl.ng complete, no problems found. / . 
(KL^ Date Complete WJ£{l<fCS 

When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTES <tejct to reflect testing reultsy 
Project Manager c^^> Date Complete 'i/2#^_, 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
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Module Test Plan 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction addecL±.o production usage menu. / 
System Architect ^ / x V D a t e Complete Q~f ~l?l\°l £> 

Module Test Case 

{/> Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
({/) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
{<) Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
(/^Transaction help describes: 

(/^Purpose of the transaction 
{/( Functions performed by the transaction 

(̂/y( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 
/ 

( v) Add a new record by using the insert key. 
(yj The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
( /j A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

A (*) Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
( ) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 

end of the string of retrieved records. 
( ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
/ of retrieved records is reached. 

(/) A new data record can be successfully added. 
, / Query a single record. 

single record is retrieved. 
(^( Pressing SHIFT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

J second query. 
{/) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(A Query multiple records using wild cards. 
( ^/Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 

5 
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ready for a query. 
(s>{ A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
. SQL*Plus. 

(/) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
/Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

(j/) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 

(/) Change each/field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
<") C Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
« / ( u Delete an existing record. 

{!/) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

(/) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(/) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

{u) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 

* ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_TABLE_CODE 
Title: System Table Type Codes 
Block Description 

Block Test Case ^V^" vC~^-^ 

Block Test Results Expected 
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Block: TYPE_TABLE_CODE 
Title: System Table Type Codes 

Field Name: TYPE_TABLE 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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Block: TYPE_TABLE_CODE 
Title: System Table Type Codes 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 
This field contains a 1-30 character descriptive title of 
the table. 
Field Test Case 

(,/) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

(/) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

(V) Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(V̂  If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

</> (/) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(J) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

# 
\9 
( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

(v/) Purpose of the field 
$•&( ) LOV reference if available 

(K"F Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 

yifJi ) Default value when appropriate 
(̂) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 

8 
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Block: TYPE_TABLE_CODE 
Title: System Table Type Codes 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
$\V> COM00103 (if no LOV) . 

( ) Value above valid range should display message' COM00101 or 
J- - • * {/> Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
(j{ Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(i/) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

< / (A Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
(./) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. p\t5> 
Bypass the field by^using the TAB key. 

) No error shouid occur. 
(\) The database^contains a null value for the field. 

( ) Enter\data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB toVhe fiext field. The database should contain a null value. 

( ) Delete a/î existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a nuXl vaiue. 
Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

(^) Attempt to enter data as lower case. Jfo error should rearrirf. "* 

('7 Delete an existing value. 
( ) For NOT NULL fields, the eOMOOlU/ message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at r-nmmih-
* " & (Ll(\ i{b •WZ-

Q * 
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Block: TYPE_TABLE_CODE 
Title: System Table Type Codes 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

V. 
{/) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
Field Name: SUBJECT_DATA 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

10 
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28-NOV-92 Page 2 of WHOSD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 ! 
Programmer' s~ Bug Keport -

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
ansaction: GE3002U1 Table Type Code Maintenance 
Comment ID : 524 Priority: LOW Date: 19-NOV-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 28-NOV-92 Class: FIXED 
PROBLEM. 

KEN ATKINS 
TEST USER 

-0 
FRM-40811 Shell command had error. 
TRANSACTIONJJEST 
TRNNST 
TRNNST.PTR 

Oracle ROWID: 0000011D.0011.000F 

DESCRIPTION 
Title on printout test is "Maintain Table Type Codes" menu is "Table 
Type Codes Maintenance" 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
11/28/92 - Fixed 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Page 2 of 

Application: GENERIC Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE3002U1 Table Type Code Maintenance 

Comment ID 525 Priority: LOW Date: 19-NOV-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 28-NOV-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000001B.0000.000B 

NOTPROB 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TEST USER 
6784 

-0 
FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 1 records posted an 
TYPE_TABLE_CODE 
TYPTAB 
TYPTAB.DSP IDENT DOCUMENT 

DESCRIPTION 
what is this column for??? It has LOV activated. Help needs help! 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
11-28-92 - Removed this column from the screen. It is no longer 
needed. 
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2.7 GE3003U1 MAINTAIN TEST TYPES 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN TEXT TYPES 
Short Name: GE3003U1 

Purpose: To maintain text types for related textual da 
I n i t i a l Test Date: ^// /f /ff-g ^ C L 

V e r i f i c a t i o n Date: h J^M"^' /7y 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_TEXT_CODE 
Title: Text Type Codes 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Data Element 

Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 

TYPE_TEXT 
DESCRIPTION 

Module Description 

CHAR 3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

This module is used to add, update' or delete text types in the text 
type table. 
Module Help 
Use this module to add, update or delete text types and their 
descriptions in the text type table. 
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Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
Testing of. the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 
( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. i / 
Developer ffK—" Date Complete IVf {*] [c(~i_ 

Secondary Testing 
Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 

development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 8 - Secondary testg.na complete, no problems fou: 

Tester G~Q^^^ Date Complete 
When problems are found: 

sW< 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the munber of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester • Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
when 

event sequence as 
problems are found, the seime corrective action and retest 
[uence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 

End User Testing 
The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 

resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTEStext to reflect testing reults.. 
Project Manager *~^^/ Date Complete / l /SJfni 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
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Module Test Plan 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction addeci to production usage menu. 
System Architect <^yl Date Complete^!-/ '^f p?_ 

Module Test Case 

(*0 Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 

J 
(V) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
( ) Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Transaction help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the transaction 
{^r Functions performed by the transaction 

iu( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 
( y Add a new record by using the insert key. 

'he insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
(-7 A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

(•) Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
( ) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 

end of the string of retrieved records. 
( ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 

[i/(. 

x)f retrieved records is reached. 
(tAK new data record can be successfully added. 

(oo Query a single record. 
r). A single record is retrieved. 
(J) Pressing<SH¥Pr7F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

second query. 
(•) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

( P Query multiple records using wild cards. 
Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
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ready for a query. 
(l/f A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
AQL*P1VLS . 

(f/f A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
•Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

(-0 A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 

(*0 Change eachwfield in an existing record. Verify that the change . «H 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the u 

changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and C-0*^ 
after the changes were made. 

J 
{/) Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values.. 
Delete an existing record. 
(S) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 

by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 
Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(y) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

(f) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
(/) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_TEXT_CODE \ 
Title: Text Type Codes * \ 0 
Block Description ~n \) . . t-

(NO \typ 
Block Test Case (V 

Block Test Results Expected 
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Block: TYPE_TEXT_CODE 
Title: Text Type Codes 

Field Name: TYPE_TEXT 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Field Test Results Expected 
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8 GE3004U1 VALID TEST TYPES FOR TABLE 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: VALID TEXT TYPES FOR TABLE 
Short Name: GE3004U1 

Purpose: To maintain valid text types for each ta'ble. 
Initial Test Date: (/(- ^K^f^- r ^ ^ 

Verification Date: 

Disp Security 
Help Fkeys Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_TABLE_CODE 
Title: System Table Type Codes 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
TYPEJTABLE CHAR 6 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
SUBJECT_DATA CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: TYPE_TEXT_CODE 
Title: Text Type Codes 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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Block: VALID_TEXT_TYPE 
Title: Valid Text Types 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
FLAG_PRIMARY CHAR 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
TYPE_TEXT CHAR 3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Module Description 
This module is used to add, update or delete text types for a given 
table type. The table type and description cannot be updated in 
this module. 
Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 

Developer Testing 
As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 

performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 

( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

2 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 

( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested / / 

Developer f7r^— Date Complete \ I \Z) hi— 
( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. . , 

Developer <^T~ Date Complete \\\1<)~/*\1— 

Secondary Testing 
Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 

development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 

Tester ._ Date Complete . 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer' - Date Complete 
( ) 8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist.to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to. the developer of 

the. transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 

3 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester -• Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 

Tester . Date Complete 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTESa>te3ct to reflect testing reults.^, Project Manager ° ^ C Date Complete h/*~j /J2^. 

( ) 20 - The transaction^ is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction adderUto production usage menu./ ^y 
System Architect ftj[~~ Date Complete U/^jM'Z 

Module Test Case 

( ) Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(i^ Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
{^Y Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
( Cy Transaction help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the transaction 
( ) Functions performed by the transaction 
( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

4 
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{Of Add a new record by using the insert key. 
The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 

(«̂ "A new record can be successfully added and committed. 
(•̂ ~Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 

arrow key. 
Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
end of the string of retrieved records. 

(uf All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
/Of retrieved records is reached. 

f f A new data record can be successfully added. 

(vJ Query a single record. 
( ̂ A^single record is retrieved. 
(ijr:Pressing SHIFT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

/̂ second query. 
(i/jThe second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(i-5 Query .multiple records using wild cards. 
<f) Pressing F1'2 clears the screen and makes the transaction 

ready for a query. 
(Lf A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the . 

desired data. Verify by running the same, query through 
/SQL*Plus. 

(-o A,query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
^verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

(\S) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
(—) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
( (J^delete an existing record. 

( O^The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
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( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows, for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: VALID_TEXT_TYPE 
Title: Valid Text Types 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: FLAGJPRIMARY 
Field Description 

Field Test Plan 

CO Display column help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the column in end-user 
terms. 

(HT Change the data field. Verify that the change was made 
by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

((•f Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

(^Store a series of records using the SfilFT/Fv [duplicate field] key 
'i/'*to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
(•O Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
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Block: VALID_TEXT_TYPE 
Title: Valid Text Types 

Field Name: FLAG_PRIMARY 
Field Test Plan 
(*} Test^LOV where that capability is defined. 

("Ojjelect the first entry in the LOV. 
Select the last entry in the LOV. 

( ijP Use the FIND option and select an entry. 
(Vf Enter data beyond the length of the field. 
{\X Set ±he keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 
Attempt to enter data as lower case. 

(M Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
wj.ll display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

("0 Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should occur. 

("0 Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( $r\Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
Field Test Case 

( vf Accept the default. 
( ^Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( ) Override the default with an invalid data value. 
(̂j Begin field with a space. 
(Hi" Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
y last position of the field. 

( ) Set/̂ ceyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
inverted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
7 
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Block: VALID_TEXT_TYPE 
Title: Valid Text Types 

Field Name: FLAG_PRIMARY 
Field Test Results Expected 

CO Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
(L^^Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the'field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

(*") Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(S) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 

8 
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Block: VALID_TEXT_TYPE 
T i t l e : Val id Text Types 

F i e l d Name: FLAG_PRIMARY 

F i e l d Te^t R e s u l t s Expected 

Any alphanumeric c h a r a c t e r s may be en t e red i n t o t h e f i e l d . 

ir__sliojild-^esuTrr er data as lower case. 
Delete an existing value. -
( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM001QW' message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. . 
Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An.error should result. 
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Block: VALID_TEXT_TYPE 
Title: Valid Text Types 

Field Name: TYPEJFEXT 
Field Description 

Field Test Plan 

Display column help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the column in end-user 
tei 

Change the data field. Verify that the change was made 
by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

to carryrurwdid field._szaittes from thê pcgvicoiŝ y stored record. 
Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 

L^T Test LOV where that capability is defined. 
( ) Select the first entry in the LOV. 
( ) Select the last entry in the LOV. 
( ) Use the FIND option and select an entry. 

Enter data beyond the length of the field. 
If Set the keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 
HT Attempt to enter data as lower case. 

Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 
Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next'field. An error should occur. 

£T Modi Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 

10 
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Block: VALID_TEXT_TYPE 
Title: Valid Text Types 

Field Name: TYPEJFEXT 
Field Test Plan 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
Field Test Case 

(•*/) Accept the default. 
C") Override the default with a valid entry value, 
(u-^yverride the default with an invalid data value. 
{*) Begin field with a space. 
(i^ Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
^ last position of the field. 

(") Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case, 

(O Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms .,--
( "j Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOy reference if availcible 
( )^Valid range of values where present 

Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
'( ) Default value when appropriate 

(jf Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. . 

11 
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Block: VALIDJTEXTJTYPE 
Title: Valid Text Types 

Field Name: TYPE_TEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) S£ar_e__a series ofrecords usj:na--tĥ ~~gHlFT/F7 [dupljcateZTts^Ml j£gy_̂ . 
•̂ to carry fo-EwarcflReld values~from the pievrioTosTy-"stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( -)-~Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
^-yModify each default value with an invalid alternative. 

Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
Delete an existing value. 
( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( jOEnter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

12 
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2.9 GE3005U1 TYPE DATA VALID CODE 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: TYPE DATA VALID CODE 
Short Name: GE3005U1 

Purpose: To maintain data validation codes. 
Initial Test Date: 
Verification Date: 

\v\lWite. 
nl^l^i^j 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 

( ) . ( • ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title: Data Validation Levels 

Help . Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) ( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len Help 

Val/ 
LOV Range 

Not 
Null Ins 

LEVEL DATA VALID 
CODE_DESCRIPTION 

NUMBER 
CHAR 

1 
30 

( ) 
( ) 

( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

Module Description 
This module is used to add, update or delete data validation codes 
and their descriptions. 
Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
1 
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Module Test Plan 

Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 
(.) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 

( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

< ') 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested ^ . I / 

Developer f"f\— D a t e Complete M \lci\^'T.— 
( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. / 

Developer {&S~~ Date Complete j[ \{L^(AC\ 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete • 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems founji 

Tester 
When problems are found: 

:iag complete, no problems found. I g 

fyj^y - D a t e C o m P l e t e **( t r ' ( 

1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 
review and action. 

2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 
the transaction for correction of the problems. 

3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 
corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

Test status conditions' are: 
( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTES text to reflect testing reults. 
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Module Test Plan 
Project Manager 'y Date Complete "/<-?//!. 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added to production usage menu/. . 
System Architect x^2\-— Date Complete ([ \1.c\ [CQ_ 

Module Test Case 

{xj Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 

Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 
COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 

(*< Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
(/) Transaction help describes: 

Cj/Purpose of the transaction 
( T Functions performed by the transaction 
) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

( ) Add a new record by using the insert key. 
W[p ) /The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen, 
((̂f A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

( ) Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 

,0 Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
end of the string of retrieved records, 

jj/jjf ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
of retrieved records is reached. 

(tX A new data record can be successfully added. 
i_i Query a single record. 
—--^XJJ A single record is retrieved. 

(vf Pressing SSSST/F^ clears the record and permits entering a 
second query. 

(fc^The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
( ) Query multiple records using wild cards. 

4 
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Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
ready for a query. 
A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

3-ir_edidata. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plu§} 
A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves-̂ fche correct data 
Verify by running the same query underySQL*Plug, 

{J} A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus '. 

( ) Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen beforehand after the 
changes were made; display the record usi/ng SQL*PlusN,before and 
after the changes were made. ^-~—- - -^ 

(uJ Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
y\\frS, ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 

: / Delete an existing record. 
:</ The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 

by using (SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 
(/) Display the^-JN journal,'record rows for the table to verify'that 

the records clrangger̂ nd deleted, above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. ' • 
(lj/The VjJN journaljjable for the affected table should contain 

rows for~tlTe initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record_ from the database. 

( )/UseCsQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
' includTng^Trr^ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 

autogerterated fields. 

(/) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title: Data Validation Levels 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 
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Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title: Data Validation Levels 
Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: LEVEL_DATA_VALID 
Field Description 
This field contains the current validation level of the 
data row. The valid values range from 0 through 9; the 
actual valid values are determined by the.code table 
LEVEL_DATA_VALID_CODE. The default value is zero, 
indicating that the data is unvalidated. The user may 
update this value as the validation condition changes. 

Field Test Plan 

{ ) Display column help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the column in end-user 
terms\ 

\ • • • ( ) Change the data field. Verify that the change was made 
by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes werexmade; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

( ) Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

\ 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
/•alv ( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 

\ 
( ) Modify each default value\with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Test LOV where that capability is defined. 

( ) Select the first entry in\the LOV. 
( ) Select the last entry in the LOV. 
( ) Use the FIND option and select an entry. 

( ) Attempt to store alphabetic characters in the field. 
( ) Begin the field entry with a space. Ahserror should^result. 
( ) Delete an existing data field value. Determine—that the system 

will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 
6 
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Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title: Data Validation Levels 

Field Name: LEVEL_DATA_VALID 
Field Test Plan 

( ) Enter da^a into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt tbsTAB to the next field. An error should occur. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each defaul^va_lue_^w^th an invalid alternative. 
Field Test Case 

( ) Accept the default. ^ o V oSA*- ^O V ^ A . 
Override the default with a valid entry value. 
Override the default with an invalid data value. 

) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Attempt to enter alpha-data. 

\Mfo ) Attempt to enter longer value than allowed. 

,J. 
# 

Attempt to enter decimal value. An error will occur if no 
provision has been made for decimal data in the element definition 
of the table. 

) Attempt to enter negative value. No error should occur. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

(S( Purpose of the field 
tf A ( ) LOV reference if available 

(jjCyalid range of values where present 
ul A- /jjj^eoiuired indicator when field is NOT NULL 

'(̂ •'Default value when appropriate 
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Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title: Data Validation Levels 

Field Name: LEVEL_DATA_VALID 
Field Test Results Expected 
(*)vChange the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using £QL*Plus)before and 
after the changes were made. 
l*f~change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). -A, 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/B*r [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. ^ ^ < 

(A Display the VjJN journalyrecord rows for the table to verify that 
the records chang/ed"ahd deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
(/) The('_JN jQurnal̂ t-able for .the affected table should contain 

rows---fxxr--therrihitial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

CO Us-e SQL^Plus to) verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
('j'fti'l"data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 

(^Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
\ \ \ ) Numeric data (0-9), comma (,), plus (+), minus (-), and period (.) 

are permitted. 
Begin field entry with a space. An error should occur. 

( ) Delete an existing value. 

& 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(0 Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
8 
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Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title: Data Validation Levels 

Field Name: LEVEL_DATA_VALID 
Field Test Results Expected 

that the field data must be entered. 
( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
_ attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

6 
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Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title: Data Validation Levels 

Field Name: CODE_DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

Field Test Plan 

(/) Display column help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the column in end-user 
terms. 

(0 Change the data field. Verify that the change was made 
by displaying the record on screen before and-affeerthe 
changes were made; display the record usirfg SQL*Plusbefore and 
after the changes were made. —— r z ~ - * ^ 

(/) Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

J ft Store a series of records using the SHIFT/r*7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

(/) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
(-0 Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Test LOV where that capability is defined, 
ik ( ) Select the first entry in the LOV. 

Y® ( ) Select the last entry in the LOV. 
( ) Use the FIND option and select an entry. 

(«f Enter data beyond the length of the field. 
^f Set the keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 
( -^Attempt to enter data as lower case. 
( ) TSelete an—fisting data field value. Determine that the system 

w\j;iâ £splaŷ ajL̂ r-ror_T!f~Elie~TlaTa field is NOT NULL. 
( ) Enter d a ^ into t>er"figld, backspace tjie-4ata out' of the field anffj^p 

atte4pfet.oVEAB-̂ Co the nexT^field? Knerror should occur. 

10 
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Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title: Data Validation Levels 

Field Name: CODE_DESCRIPTION 

Field Test Case 

:• (•5 Begin field with a space. 

(-̂r Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) rf autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field 
{Jrit no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keybcacd on lower--ca"se-~ajid enter data.—Data—should,be 
con^rred tottpper case. ~ . 

Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

IX? 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

( ) Field help describes: 
) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen^before-~and after the 
changes were made? display the record usinig SQL*Plus)before and \\ {\ 
after the changes were made. V >-—^ IK] I r^ 

(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COMOOlOl or \ 
COM00103 (if no L O V ) . / 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COMOOlOl or 
COM00103 (if no L O V ) . 

F7 [duplicate field] key ^ J ) * - ^ ( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/; 
to carry forward f i e l d v a l u ^ ^ J r o m "Oie~pi?eviously stored record. 

11 
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Block: TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
Title:. Data Validation Levels 

Field Name: CODE_DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 
(X Display the HJN journal! record rows for the table to verify that 

the records clrangSoTarta deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly-r-
(/{ The fJN journajxtable for the affected table should contain 

rows"xor the—initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
recordfrom the database. 

Usef SQL*>Pluŝ feio verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
(/) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

/n b •# r ^ r 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. ' 
( ) Delete, an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NUiif fields,^tfee_COM00107 message [field value may noti|_JO>—( 
beuieleted] is displayed at commit. 

y 
( ')''Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

that the field data must be entered. 

(Jf Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

12 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: GENERIC. Application Maintenance 
Transaction: GE3005U1 Maintain Data Validation Codes 

Date: 18-NOV-92 

Page 2 of 

Comment ID : 512 Priority: LOW 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table . 
Block 
Field 

Date: 18-NOV-92 FIXED 
PROBLEM 

KEN ATKINS 
TEST USER • 

-0 
FRM-40353 Query cancelled. 
TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
LVDAVA 
LVDAVA.LEVEL DATA VALID 

Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 

DESCRIPTION 
looks like field may be a multiple character field, yet only one 
character appears. Won't accept command to do a single query. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
11/18/92 - Changed the query width to 1, 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Page 3 of 

Transaction: GE3005U1 Maintain Data Validation Codes 
Comment ID : 517 Priority: LOW Date: 18-NOV-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

TESTCHNG D a t e : 18-NOV-r92 C l a s s : 
PROBLEM 

; KEN ATKINS 
TEST USER 
6723 

. -0 
FRM-50016 Legal characters are 0-9 - + E 
TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
LVDAVA 
LVDAVA.LEVEL DATA VALID 

Oracle ROWID: 00000171.0005.000B 

DESCRIPTION 
numeric data comma, plus, minus, and period cannot be added without 
getting error message. Numbers 0 through 9 work. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
11/18/92 - , + -
to reflect this. 

are not valid for 1 digit numbers. Modified help 
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Programmer' s Bug Report 

Page 4 of 

Transaction: GE3005U1 Maintain Data Validation Codes 

Comment ID 518 Priority: LOW Date: 18-NOV-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 18-NOV-92 Class:. 

Oracle ROWID: 00000171.0003.000B 

TESTCHNG 
PROBLEM 

LARRY TOWNER 
TEST USER 

44 
-o 

FRM-40200 Field is protected against update. 
TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
LVDAVA 
LVDAVA.LEVEL DATA VALID 

DESCRIPTION 
By trying to delete a value using F8 the message is "FRM40200 Field is 
protected against update" instead of com00107 field value may not be 
deleted. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
11/18/92 - Larry, I do not know where COM00107 came from in the black 
book? If a field is set to be non-updateable, than ANYTHING that 
attempts to change it (clear field, lov, etc) will give the FRM-40200 
error. 
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Programmer's Bug.Report 

Page 5 of 

Transaction: GE3005U1 Maintain Data Validation Codes 
Comment ID : 519 Priority: LOW Date: 18-NOV-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg. 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 18-NOV-92 Class: TESTCHNG 
PROBLEM 

LARRY TOWNER 
TEST USER 

44 
-0 

FRM-40202 Field must be entered. 
TYPE_DATA_VALID_CODE 
LVDAVA 
LVDAVA.LEVEL DATA VALID 

Oracle ROWID: 00000171.0003.000B 

DESCRIPTION 
not able to backspace data out of the field. No error message when 
tabbing to next field, tab is allowed. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 
11/18/92 - This test cannot be performed when the data fills the whole 
field. This means that in one character fields it cannot be done at 
all. 
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2.10 GE3007U1 MAINTAIN COMMENT STATUS CODES 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN COMMENT STATUS CODES 
Short Name: GE3007U1 

Purpose: To maintain list of comment status codes 
Initial Test Date: /K25"-f ̂  ^ ^ 

Verification Date: l\"^^J> /Oft" 

Disp Security 
Help Fkeys Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( > ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ' ) ' ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype ' Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
COMMENT__STATUS CHAR 10 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DESCR_STATUS CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Module Description 
To maintain the comment status codes. 
Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
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Module Test Plan 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 

( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

Developer *'\PC Date Complete 
( ) 3 - Initial unit testfinjg complete. ' l -I 

Developer <V\f— Date Complete [Alltf*)") 
i(fc7v 

Secondary Testing 
Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 

development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 8 - Secondary testing complete, no problems found. 
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Module Test Plan 
Tester • Date Complete 

When problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester : Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer . Date Complete • 
. () 13 - System testing complete, no problems found: 

Tester Date Complete 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTES <ext to reflect testing reults., 
Project Manager < a ^ g y Date Complete J/j>Sw^ 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 

environment. 
( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added±o production usage menu. . 
System Architect /fC' D a t e Complete KullltfT— 

Module Test Case 

Q/f Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
f-7 Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 

Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
( iKTransaction help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the transaction 
( ) Functions performed by the transaction 
( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

(*^Add a new record by using the insert key. 
(ly^Che insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
(ZKA new record can be successfully added and committed. 

(V Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
( ) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 

end of the string of retrieved records. 
( ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 

jeft retrieved records is reached. 
(tjsj A new data record can be successfully added. 

(i Query a single record. 
( ~J^A single record is retrieved. 
( ") Pressing SHIFT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

second query. 
(*^The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(I'f Query multiple records using wild cards. 
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( Q/Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
ready for a query. 

( V A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
desired data. Verify by running the same query through 

/£QL*Plus. 
("9A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 

f̂ rify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 
A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

( "f Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

<yci 
hange each field individually, committing after each change. 
Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 
and invalid values. 

(w-̂r Delete^an existing record. 
("} The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 

by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 
Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table/correctly. 
I) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

(" ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 

/ 
( ; All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 
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Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 
Block Test Results Expected 
(*} Attempt to. store duplicate records in.the database. Duplicate 

records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(Of Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms., 
(•/) Transaction help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the transaction 
( ) Functions performed by the transaction 
( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

Add a new record by using the insert key. 
( ) The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
( >^A new record can be successfully added and committed. 
Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
( ) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 

end of the string of retrieved records. 
( ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 

f retrieved records is reached. 
(>"A new data record can be successfully added. 

Query a single record. 
( ) A single record is retrieved. 
( ) Pressing SHIFT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

econd query. 
The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

Query multiple records using wild cards. 
( ) Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 

ready for a query. 
( ) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

( ) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 
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Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 
Block Test Results Expected 

(/) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
(v-KDelete an existing record. 

( ) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
'record from the database. 

Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 

(l<¥ All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Field Name: COMMENT_STATUS 
Field Description 

Field Test Plan 

Display column help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the column in end-user 
terms. 
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Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 

Field Name: COMMENT_STATUS 
Field Test Plan 

Change the data field. Verify that the change was made 
by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

( «f Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

(n Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

{</! Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
("-̂ Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 

Test LOV where that capability is defined. 
( ) Select the first entry in the LOV. 
( ). Select the last entry in the LOV. 
( ) Use the FIND option and select an entry. 

V) Enter data beyond the length of the field. 
(^/Set the keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 
) Attempt to enter data as lower case. 

(t-f Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

<y) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should occur. 

W) Modi-fy each default value with a valid alternative. 
(\XModify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
Field Test Case 

(v) Accept the default. 
( 7 Override the default with a valid entry value. 

8 
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Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 

Field Name: COMMENT_STATUS 
Field Test Case 

("^Override the default with an invalid data value. 
(yj^Begin field with a space. 
( v>-^nter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(^ISet keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
Converted to upper case. 

(vf Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(vT Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms'. 

( tî /Field help describes: 
) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

(•\)/Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
^^--COS00103 (if no LOV) . 

f) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7£?[duplicate field] key 
9 
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Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 

Field Name: COMMENT_STATUS 
Field Test Results Expected 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( Yuisplay the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

OTJse SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

C~) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
("T Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
(r) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(~) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
(^Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

10 
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Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 

Field Name: DESCR_STATUS 
Field Description 

Field Test Plan 

Display column help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the column in end-user 
terms. 
Change the data field. Verify that the change.was made 
by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

(K) Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 
will display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 

(v-T Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

C") Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
C) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( tf Test LOV where that capability is defined. 

( ) Select the first entry in the LOV. 
( ) Select the last entry in the LOV. 
( ) Use the FIND option and select an entry. 

{]X Enter data beyond the length of the field. 
( n Set the keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 

converted to upper case. 

(r) Attempt to enter data as lower case. 
( *f Delete an existing data field value. Determine that the system 

tTil display an error if the data field is NOT NULL. 
( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should occur. 

11 
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Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 

Field Name: DESCR_STATUS 
Field Test Case 

CO Begin field with a space. 
(-? Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(y) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( 4^Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

-'Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(') Change the field, committing after each change. 
( >^Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

12 
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Block: TYPE_COMMENT_STATUS_CODE 
Title: Comment Status Code 

Field Name: DESCR_STATUS 
Field Test Results Expected 
( j/bisplay the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( 1 The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( y Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( -J-'All data fields are correctly stored in the database.. 

(ĵ T Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
('n Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( -̂ /Delete an existing value. 

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

{ Ar Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

(A)/Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

13 
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3.0 LIBRARY 

3.1 LI1002U1 MAINTAIN SITE CODE TABLE 

LEMis Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN SITE CODE TABLE 
Short Name: LI1002U1 

Purpose: Maintain the site code table values 

Initial Test Date 
Verification Date 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security — 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_SITE_CODE 
Title: Site Type Code 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) ( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

U p d 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element 
Dis 

Datatype Len Help 

( ) 
( ) 

val/ 
LOV Range 

( ) ( ) 
< ) . < > 

Not 
Null 

( ) 
( ) 

Ins 
SITE TYPE 
DESCRIPTION 

NUMBER 2 
CHAR 30 

Help 

( ) 
( ) 

val/ 
LOV Range 

( ) ( ) 
< ) . < > 

Not 
Null 

( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

Module Description 
This table supports the update and retrieval functions for the 
type_site_code table. The table identifies the valid codes that may 
be associated with locations on the Hanford Site. The codes define 
the nature of the site and the structures/features found there. 
Display 12 lines of site code entry. Only the site code and 
description will be displayed. 
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Module Help 
This screen supports the update and retrieval functions for the site 
code table. This table maintains a list of valid codes'that 
describe the various waste sites on Hanford. 

To store a new site code: 
1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to a blank line. 

If all of the spaces are filled and more site codes are to be added, 
press the down arrow key to the bottom entry and then continue to 
press the down arrow until a blank entry appears. The already entered 
codes will scroll upward, leaving space for an additional code to be 
entered. 

2. Enter the appropriate site code. 
3. Enter a 1-30 character description of the code. 
4. To add more codes, press the down arrow key to the next blank 

space and repeat the entry process. 
5. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to store the selected codes in the 

database. 
To update an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor displays the entry to 

be updated. 
2. If the code is to be changed, enter.the replacement code over 

the existing code. CAUTION: Changing a site code will cause 
the replacement value to be entered everywhere in the database 
where the original value was used. 

3. If the description is to be changed, TAB to the description 
field and make the change. 

4. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to update the selected codes in the 
To delete an existing code: 
1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to the code entry to 

be deleted. 
2. Press the DELETE key. NOTE: If the code is being used by other 

data in the database, it cannot be deleted. An error message 
will be displayed. 

3. If no error occurs, press the COMMIT key (F10) to delete the 
code from the databsae. 

Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
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Module Test Plan 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 
( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer e__ Date Complete 
( ) 8 - Secondary testing) 

Tester 
y uate complete 

inqtcqaip>]>gte, no problems found./ . / 
" f l ^ ^ Date Complete /̂ (f Lg/f 6^ 

When problems are found: 
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Module Test Plan 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. • 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTESU^gt to ref lec t t es t ing reulfcs./ 
Project Manager ^*^<ry Date Complete ^////9z^ 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added to production usage menu. 

4 
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Module Test Plan 
System Architect /'XTT Date Complete V W (£>M 

Module Test Case 

(t/f Query multiple records using wild cards. 
({/ Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 

/ready for a query. 
(\J A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 

/desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
(t/ A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 

Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

\a^ 

(vf Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 

. / 
(v) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
(t/j Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user /~v\ 
terms. 
C4 Transaction help describes: £jieu^' 

{fy Purpose of the transaction 
( ) Functions performed by the transaction 
( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

(y Add a new record by using the insert key. 
(tfy The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
{^) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

(•9 Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 

Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
/end of the string of retrieved records. 

(-O All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
o-f retrieved records is reached. 

,( yK new data record can be successfully added. 
(/) Query a single record. 

single record is retrieved, 
(expressing 58*H?f7F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

/
second query. 
The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
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((/) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(«0 Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 

[f/> '• ((/ Delete an existing record. 
( ) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 

by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_SITE_CODE 
Title: Site Type Code 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: SITE_TYPE 
Field Description 
This code is derived from WIDS SiteType and describes the structural 

6 
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Block: TYPE_SITE_CODE 
Title: Site Type Code 

Field Name: SITEJTYPE 
Field Description 
type of the waste site. 
Field Test Case 

( 4 Clear an existing field and/attempt...to update the record. / L- -
( "? Attempt to enter alpha data. 
{•n Attempt to enter longer value than allowed. 
(S) Attempt to enter decimal value. An error will occur if no 

provision has been made for decimal data in the element definition 
of the table. 

(/) Attempt to enter negative value. No error should occur. 
Field Test Results Expected 

•-? , i v 

(̂ f Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: ^Ts.3. 4 I ,t 

( ) Purpose of the__field ^ / . \ .. •> // 
(<£T_LQy^XeIerjn5£ilIavailable----:. 1 i) /?/' ! / 
( ) Valid range of values where present \^&^ (} \&>. 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 'UlQ- (If. 
( ) Default value when appropriate ^ ^ V 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F^; [duplicate field] key 
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Block: TYPE_SITE_CODE 
Title: Site Type Code 

Field Name: SITEJTYPE 
Field Test Results Expected 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
U-) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

i/) Delete an existing value. 

( O^For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

/ . (4 Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

(/) Numeric data (0-9), £omma (,), plus (+)j minus (-), and period (.) 
are permitted. ~̂ 

(•'f Begin field entry with a space. An error should occur. 
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Block: TYPE_SITE_CODE 
Title: Site Type Code 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Wr ( ) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain 
null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database ̂  
should contain a null value for the field. 

( \yBegin field with a space. 
(̂  Enter data beyond length of field. 

( )/If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field, 
(/if no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(A Set keyboard on lower case'and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(̂ T Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

rp7; 
Field help describes: 
(*7 Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
(jiJi-yalid range of values where present ~ •>., 

ZvS) Required__indicator wĥ p—£i-eld-±s--NQX-NIJLL -̂  
(•—(-)—Default value when appropriate 

( f Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
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Block: TYPE_SITE_CODE 
Title: Site Type Code • 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

after the changes were made.. 
Change the field, committing after each change. 

( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 
( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

£&> 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/j£7 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

f̂e»»- ( ) A 1 1 data fields are correctly stored in the database. f\/\f\ j ^ - ^ ^ 
NK) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. / '^ , " 

( ) No error should occur. 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

/( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

[( ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 
Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

(<0 Delete an existing value. 
(A For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is. displayed at commit. 
{^) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

that the field data must be entered. 

10 
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Block: TYPE_SITE_CODE 
Title: Site Type Code 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 
(y) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

jattempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
{A Attempt to enter data as lower case. An-ftrror should rp^11"11:-

11 
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3.2 LI1003U1 MAINTAIN PRECIPITATION CODES 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN PRECIPITATION CODES 
Short Name: LI1003U1 

Purpose: Maintain the precipitation type code table 
Initial Test Date: /,.% \lh \^j '£ (Kl^ 

Verification Date: I^L\ \il> \Qd~ /£— 

Disp Security 
Help Fkeys Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_PRECIP_CODE 
Title: Types of Precipitation 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) < .) ( ) ( ) 

Dis Val/ Not 
Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
TYPE_PRECIPITATION CHAR 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DESCRIPTION CHAR 30 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Module Description 
This module supports the maintenance and retrieval of the 
type-precip-code table. This table maintains a list of valid types 
of precipitation. 
Display 12 lines of precipitation codes. Only the precipitation 
code and description are displayed. 
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Module Help 
This module supports the maintenance and retrieval of precipitation 
codes. This table maintains a list of valid codes that•describe the 
types of precipitation that may occur. 

To store a new precipitation code: 
1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to a blank line. 

If all of the spaces are filled and more precipitation codes are to 
be added, press the down arrow key to the bottom entry and then 
continue to press the down arrow key until a blank entry appears. The 
already entered codes will scroll upward, leaving space for an 
additional code to be entered. 

2. Enter the appropriate precipitation code. 
3. Enter a 1-30 character description of the code. 
4. To add more codes, press the down arrow key to the next blank 

space and repeat the entry process. 
5. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to store the selected codes in the 

To update an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor displays the entry to 

be updated. 
2. If the code is to be changed, enter the replacement code over 

the existing code. CAUTION: Changing a precipitation code 
will cause the replacement value to be entered everywhere in 
the database where the original value was used. 

3. If the description is to be changed, TAB to the description 
field and make the change. 

4. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to update the selected codes in the 
database. 

To delete an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor is located at the 

code to be deleted. 
2. Press the DELETE key. NOTE: If the code is being used by other 

data in the database, it cannot be deleted. An error message 
will be displayed. 

3. If no error occurs, press the COMMIT key (F10) to delete the 
code from the databse. 

Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 

2 
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Module Test Plan 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and,test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 
( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer ; Date Complete 
( ) 8 - Secondary testi/stg^omplete, no problems found) 

Tester "J 

When problems are found: 

Secondary test%g-complete, no problems foundl / 
Tester \K__^/ Date Complete /&(f^ /ffZ^-" 
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Module Test Plan 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. • 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer • Date Complete ; 

( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
when problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTES text to reflect testing reults/. 
Project Manager *=*^S?, Date Complete /}^/^i 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction added to production usage menu. 

4 
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Module Test Plan 
System Architect /jQf D a t e Complete 

Module Test Case 

(/) Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(<C/ Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
(t) Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 

(^Transaction help describes: 
( -}\Purpose of the transaction 
( T Functions performed by the transaction 
( )^Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

(-0 Add a new record by using the insert key. 
The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 

( )^K new record can be successfully added and committed. 
Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 

Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
y end of the string of retrieved records. 

( ) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
of retrieved records is reached. 

( ) A new data record can be successfully added. 

MC 
Us*, single record is retrieved. 

(̂  Query a single record. 

(-0 Pressing Sgifgg/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 
/second query. 

( f The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
Query multiple records using wild cards. 

Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
/ ready for a query. 

v) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
/ desired data. Verify by running the same query through 

&yj A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 
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(VA A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

(Vf Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

Change each field individually, committing after each change.. 
( ) Change each field/ as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
{A Delete an existing record. 

The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_PRECIP_CODE 
Title: Types of Precipitation 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: TYPE_PRECIP1TATI0N 
Field Description 
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Block: TYPE_PRECIP_CODE 
Title: Types of Precipitation 

Field Name: TYPE_PRECIPITATION 
Field Test Case 

( ) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain 
null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

a. (̂  Begin field with a space. 
{') Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ), If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(«>j If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

</) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
.converted to upper case. 

(y) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(4 Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
(-n Field help describes: 

Purpose of the field 
{yj LOV reference if available 
{J> Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( j Default value when appropriate 

(Q/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

a Change the field, committing after each change. 
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Block: TYPE_PRECIP_CODE 
Title: Types of Precipitation ' 

Field Name: TYPEJPRECIPITATION 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 
{ ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

\ tv y — "x ^^ 
Ar< i Store) a series of records using the SHIFT/FT" [duplicate field] key 
\ \ Tfo-carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

IOCS ) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
\y C^ ( ) No error should occur. 

,( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 
( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 

TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 
Ay ( ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 

as a null value. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

Delete an existing value. 
(/) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 
(•/) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

that the field data must be entered. 
(y/ Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: TYPE_PRECIP_CODE 
Title: Types of Precipitation 

Field Name: TYPE PRECIPITATION 
Field,Test Results Expected 
(J^Attempt to enter data as lower case. An—error -short-Id" iesgttT^~" 
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Block: TYPE_PRECIP_CODE 
Title: Types of Precipitation 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

( ) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain 
null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. J Begin field with a space. 
Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
K'-i If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

{/) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

{S)D (S) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

(•-̂> Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
(*) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 

Default value when appropriate 
(^/change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 

10 
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Block: TYPE_PRECIP_CODE 
Title: Types of Precipitation 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

after the changes were made. 
(v) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
[j/ Store a series of records using the SHIFT/|Sf [ (j^ Store a series of records using the SHIFT/|Sf [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
^~ ( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
(̂  ) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 

( ) No error should occur. 
( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 

fttf<( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(\\'M ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

(O Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

( ./For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(*0 Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

11 
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Block: TYPE_PRECIP_CODE 
Title: Types of Precipitation 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 
(•) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
(/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An—error""Sh'ouTd result. 

12 
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3 LI1005U1 MAINTAIN LOCATION LEVEL CODE 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN LOCATION LEVEL CODE 
Short Name: LI1005U1 

Purpose: Maintain location level code table data 
Initial Test Date: f,7\ jl^c?- F^ 

Verification Date: ]^j \ )7 iQr^ n\l/ 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Block: TYPE_LOCATION_LEVEL_CODE 
Title: Location Levels 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) ( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len Help 

val/ 
LOV Range 

Not 
Null Ins 

LEVEL LOCATION 
DESCRIPTION 

CHAR 
CHAR 

2 
30 

( ) 
( ) 

( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

Module Description 
This module provides update and retrieval display support for the 
type-location-level-code table. The code table identifies the valid 
location levels associated with the database. These levels define 
a hierarchy of locations from the planet Earth down to a interior 
location. 
Display 12 lines of data, 
only fields displayed. 

The level code and description are the 
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Module Help 
This transaction supports the maintenance and retrieval of location 
level codes. Location level codes are used to identify the 
hierarchical levels at which a location exists within an overall 
scheme. At the top (level 0) is the world. The level number values 
ascend as we move toward a more finite and specific spot on the face 
of the planet. 
Location levels are used to support reporting. Standard reports are 
executed to draw all data from a particular level and all subordinate 
levels. It is important to note that changing a level value can have 
severe side effects on the overall location reporting. Review any 
planned changes with the system manager prior to executving the 
change. 

To store a new location level code: 
1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to a blank line. 

If all of the spaces are filled and more level codes are to be added, 
press the down arrow key to the bottom entry and then continue to 
press the down arrow key until a blank entry appears. The already 
entered codes will scroll upward, leaving space for an additional 
code to be entered. 

2. Enter the appropriate location level code. 
3. Enter a 1-30 character description of the code. 
4. To add more codes, press the down arrow key to the next blank 

space and repeat the entry process. 
5. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to store the selected codes in the 

database. 
To update an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor displays the entry to 

be updated. 
2. If the code is to be changed, enter the replacement code over 

the existing code. CAUTION: Changing this code value may 
affect the operation of software elsewhere in the system. See 
the system manager before making any changes to the code value. 

3. If the description is to be changed, TAB to the description 
field and make the change. 

4. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to update the selected codes in the 
Deletion of location level codes is not permitted. 

Module Test Plan 

2 
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Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
. Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 

Developer Testing 
As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 

performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 
( ) Transaction added to system and security files. 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. 
( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 

( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 
( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 8 - Secondary testjrnc 

Tester 
isting complete, no problems found. f 

(J( ^ ^ Date Complete f£./f*f ( Q t ^ 
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Module Test Plan 

When problems are found: • 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTEjS_H4Hft to reflect testing reults. 
Project Manager " ^ ^ ^ Date Complete /2sjr~?/Jl^ 

( ) 20 - The transaction^ is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
4 
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Module Test Plan 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. • 
( ) Transaction addedta production usage menu. • / 
System Architect </M Date Complete __L2 =/0'M2_ 

Module Test Case 

) Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(/) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
( ) Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user Q P 
"$ terms. W ^ / > ̂  T t e 7' , Kw >', 

(./) Transaction help describes: /"• /K €<{)• ''Aai 
•r) Purpose of the transaction /\ ̂  rt j -C ( y Functions performed by the transaction J/ T 
( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page * y 

{Jr Add a new record by using the insert key. x 

(/). The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen, 
r) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 
Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
/ 
(') Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the /end of the string of retrieved records. 

4 A 

a 
( A All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 

/Of retrieved records is reached. 
(A A new data record can be successfully added. 
Query a single record. 
1T) A single record is retrieved. 
( 4" Pressing .gSSFT/Fl2 clears the record and permits entering a 

/ • 

second query. 
(̂  The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

( ) Query multiple records using wild cards. 
r ) Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 

>ready for a query. 
("7 A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
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/ desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
(,/) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 

/Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 
(>) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 

correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
Delete an existing record. 
{X The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 

by using SQL*Plus' to attempt to retrieve the record. . 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 
including 1D_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_LOCATION_LEVEL_CODE 
Title: Location Levels 
Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: LEVEL LOCATION 
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Block: TYPE_LOCATION_LEVEL_CODE 
Title: Location Levels 

Field Name: LEVEL_LOCATION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

\Jf Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
(•J) Attempt to enter alpha data. 
(/) Attempt to enter longer value than allowed. 
({^Attempt to enter decimal value. An error will occur if no 

provision has been made for decimal data in the element definition 
of the table. 

A {\,) Attempt to enter negative value. -̂ Jô err̂ r̂ ĥmrtd̂ -eeeur1 

Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

Or A 

<fi 

( ) Field help describes: 
) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

(/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
./ 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
• f(0 

{ ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Ff [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
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Block: TYPE_LOCATION_LEVEL_CODE 
Title: Location Levels 

Field Name: LEVEL_LOCATION 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

<f) Delete an existing value. 
(̂) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 
Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

J 
(•Y Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
( ) Numeric data (0-9), comma (,), plus (+), minus (-), and period (.) ru i 

are permitted. O U ^ \ W ^ J OvvJL^V ^X^^^-U 
/ -^ ' 

(t/j Begin field entry with a space. An error should occur. 
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Block: TYPE_LOCATION_LEVEL_CODE 
Title: Location Levels 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

Begin field with a space. 
(/) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( )/If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
{cA If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 
Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(U I Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

(O/Purpose of the field 
(•) LOV reference if available 
(J Valid range of values where present 
(J Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 

/ (Jf Default value when appropriate 
(/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
f) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV) 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/FT [duplicate field] key 
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Block: TYPE_LOCATION_LEVEL_CODE 
Title: Location Levels 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database, 

(-f Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
Delete an existing value. 

For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 
Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

• / 
1/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An—error-sfceuid-

10 
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Application: LIBR 

WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Library functions 

Page 1 of 

Transaction: LI1005U1 Maintain Location Level Codes 
Comment ID : 723 Priority: LOW Date: 16-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field ' 

Oracle ROWID: 00000049.0009.0018 

ASSIGNED Date: 16-DEC-92 Class: 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
10000000771 

-o 
FRM-40352 Last row of query retrieved. 
TYPE_LOCATION_LEVEL_CODE 
LOCLEV 
LOCLEV.LEVEL LOCATION 

DESCRIPTION 
spelling error for executing, spelled "executving" 

f/H-t- O 

IT" r ̂
 0^ 
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3.4 LI1010U1 MAINTAIN LIBRARY STATUS CODE 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: MAINTAIN LIBRARY STATUS CODE 
Short Name: LI1010U1 

Purpose: Maintain the library status codes. 
I n i t i a l Test Date: / / / W / / ? , 

Verif icat ion Date: /zlI / ? Z /Zj>PsT 

Disp 
Help Fkeys 
( ) ( ) 

Security 
Ins Del Query Upd 
( ) ( ) < > ( ) 

Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text Navigate 
( ) ( ) 

Ins Del 
( ) ( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len 

Val/ 
Help LOV Range 

Not 
Null Ins 

TYPE STATUS 
DESCRIPTION 

CHAR 
CHAR 

4 
30 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 

Module Description 
This form is used to add, update or delete status codes. 
Display 12 lines of data. The status code and description are the 
only data items displayed. 
Module Help 
This module supports the maintenance and retrieval of library status 
codes. This table maintains a list of valid codes that describe the 
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Module Help 
types of library status that may occur. 

To store a new library status code: 
1. Use the down arrow key to move the cursor to a blank line. 

If all of the spaces are filled and more library status codes are to 
be added, press the down arrow key to the bottom entry and then 
continue to press the down arrow key until a blank entry appears. The 
already entered codes will scroll upward, leaving space for an 
additional code to be entered. 

2. Enter the appropriate library status code. 
3. Enter a 1-30 character description of the code. 
4. To add more codes, press the down arrow key to the next blank 

space and repeat the entry process. 
5. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to store the selected codes in the 

database. 
To update an existing code: 
1. Press the down arrow key until the cursor displays the entry to 

be updated. 
2. If the code is to be changed, enter the replacement code over 

the existing code. CAUTION: Changing a library status code 
will cause the replacement value to be entered everywhere in 
the database where the original value was used. 

3. If the description is to be changed, TAB to the description 
field and make the change. 

4. Press the COMMIT key (F10) to update the selected codes in the 
To delete an existing code: 

Press the down arrow key until the cursor is located at the 
code to be deleted. 

NOTE: If the code is 
it cannot be deleted. 

being used by other 
An error message 

Press the DELETE key 
data in the database 
will be displayed. 
If no error occurs, press the COMMIT key (F10) to delete the 
code from the databse. 

Module Test Plan 

TEST PLAN 
Testing of the transaction is performed at five levels: 
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Module Test Plan 
1. Developer testing. 
2. Secondary testing. > 
3. System testing. 
4. End user testing. 
5. Production certification. 
As each applicable section of this test plan is completed, the 

designated individual responsible for the section will sign the plan 
in the appropriate places. Each check off item will be completed. 
The status of the transaction will be updated in the data dictionary 
are the transaction progresses through the development and test steps. 
Developer Testing 

As each individual transaction is generated, the developer 
performs tests against the transaction as defined in the detail test 
plan. Upon successful completion of this testing, the transaction is 
made available for secondary testing. 

( ) 1 - Transaction under development, untested. 
( ) Transaction added to system and security files. . 
( ) Specific test plan/test results/test case added. : 

( ) Test plan narrative script loaded. 
( ) 2 - Development complete, initial unit testing in progress. 

( ) Help added 
( ) LOV tested 

( ) 3 - Initial unit testing complete. 
Secondary Testing 

Secondary testing is performed by a person external to the 
development team. Tests are performed using a standardized test 
checklist. Initial testing is performed to ensure that the 
transaction meets the functional requirements of the transaction and 
satisfies the test plan narrative that, follows. 

Test status conditions are: 
( ) 4 - Secondary testing in progress. 
( ) 5 - Secondary testing complete, problems found. 
( ) 6 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 7 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer _ 
( ) 8 - Secondary testir 

Tester 
Date Complete 

inj kfftgmplete, no problems found. | T«-
ffi \^J^ Date Complete \fy\ \ \ \ ^ 

when problems are found: 
1. The tester passes the checklist to the project manager for 

review and action. 
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Module Test Plan 
2. The project manager assigns the checklist to the developer of 

the transaction for correction of the problems. • 
3. The developer corrects the described problems, records the 

corrective actions taken and the number of hours of corrective effort 
used, tests the transaction for correct operation, and returns the 
checklist to the project manager. 

4. The project manager returns the checklist to the tester for 
retesting. 

The above sequence of events repeats until the tester signs off 
the transaction as passing the test requirements. 
System Testing 

System testing is performed by a second independent tester. This 
tester repeats the test plan scenario, the test cases, and any other 
tests desired under end-user operating conditions. 

( ) 9 - System testing in progress. 
( ) 10 - System testing complete, problems found. 

Tester Date Complete 
( ) 11 - Problem resolution in progress. 
( ) 12 - Problem resolution complete. 

Developer Date Complete 
( ) 13 - System testing complete, no problems found. 
When problems are found, the same corrective action and retest 

event sequence as defined in secondary testing above are performed. 
End User Testing 

The transaction is tested by end users. When appropriate, problem 
resolution takes place as in previous test segments. 
Production Status 

( ) 19 - The Project Manager reviews all test results and 
determines that the transaction has successfully completed testing. 

( ) Reviews tests results. 
( ) Reviews problem reports to ensure all corrections done. 
( ) Updates NOTEStee*£ to reflect testing reults.. 
Project Manager 4=><^^ Date Complete ''Z-Zl/fl 

( ) 20 - The transaction is placed into the production 
environment. 

( ) Software files in production directories. 
( ) DMR 550 updated to add transaction. 
( ) DMR 900 updated to add transaction. 
( ) Transaction add?4 to production usage menu- / 
System Architect £f^~ Date Complete \HIf£\ ?~ 

4 
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ft /f> 

(Cŷ Rtrtefflpt-tcr-Sfore duplicate records in the database.' Duplicate 
records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
(1̂) Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
(•O Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 

Transaction help describes: 
f\ (vf Purpose of the transaction 

(•) Functions performed by the transaction 
fQ Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

Add a new record by using the insert key. 
The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 

(,/) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 
("O Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 

arrow key. 
(V) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 

end of the string of retrieved records. 
(J) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 

of retrieved records is reached. 
(*0 A new data record can be successfully added. 

(•̂  Query a single record. 
single record is retrieved. 

( KF Pressing SHIFT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 
, second query. 

^) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
Query multiple records using wild cards. 
(\/) Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
, ready for a query. 

<r) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
desired data. Verify by running the same query through 

(vj A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
yA4=J-£y—hy—T'i'imi I Hi) I lit-* .«*rnma-query n n r i s g - £ Q T . » P 1 n n . 

( vf A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

iX (/) Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
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occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; dJrSpTay "€Tî "̂ eccrrd-̂ s-ing_̂ QL*Plus-be-fore--'an'd 
after ttip rhrmafts-w-ftjifi tnade-̂  

(•/) Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
(^i Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 
fuft and invalid values. 

Delete an existing record. 

CO l The selected record is deleted from the database, verify 
by—aa-ing—SQL *P las-̂ fco-at-tempt—feo-retrxeve-the—reoerxL. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
I «f each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 

n record from the database. 
( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are stored correctly, 

including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 
(v) Attempt to store duplicate records in the database. Duplicate 

records are those where the unique identifier or any unique field 
contains duplicate values over 2 or more rows. 
('O Duplicate row insertion attempts result in error message 

COM00102 [Duplicate value, enter new value or Fl for help] 
( ) Display transaction help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the transaction in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Transaction help describes: 

6 
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Block: 
Title: 

TYPE_STATUS 
Status Types 

Block Test Results Expected 
( ) Purpose of the transaction 
( ) Functions performed by the transaction 
( ) Where multiple page, what happens on each page 

( ) Add a new record by using the insert key. 
) The insert key clears all blocks of the entry screen. 
) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 

( ) Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 
) Synchronization of all blocks occurs while scrolling to the 
end of the string of retrieved records. 

) All fields of the transaction blank when the end of the string 
of retrieved records is reached. 

) A new data record can be successfully added. 
( .) Query a single record. 

) A single record is retrieved. 
) Pressing SHIFT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 
second query. 

) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 
( ) Query multiple records using wild cards. 

) Pressing F12 clears the screen and makes the transaction 
ready for a.query. 

) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
desired data. Verify by running the same query through 
SQL*Plus. 

) A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verify by running the same query through 

( ) Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
( ) Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 

and invalid values. 
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Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types ' 
Block Test Results Expected 
( ) Delete an existing record. 

( ) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. „ 

'( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

o^ rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
>rV* each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 

record from the database. 
( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all delta fields are stored correctly, 

including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

Field Name: TYPE_STATUS 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

{^/t Begin field with a space. 

(V) Enter data beyond length of field. 
Hl̂ f If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(•}" If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 
Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 
(\fi Display table/block help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the table/block in end-user 
8 
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Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types 

Field Name: TYPE_STATUS 
Field Test Results Expected 

(/) Ta^le/block help describes: 
I n (^J/Purpose of the table/block 
\ Cj (*" Functions performed by the table/block 
(i/) Add a new record by using the insert key. 

(v/j/The insert key clears all fields of the entry block. 
(\/) A new record can be successfully added and committed. 
Add a new record by scrolling past the last entry using the down 
arrow key. 

All fields of the table/block blank when the end of the string 
of retrieved records is reached. 

(*0 A new data record can be successfully added. 
00 Query a single record. 

ri/A single record is retrieved. 
( 0 Pressing SHIFT/F12 clears the record and permits entering a 

/second query.. 
((/) The second query successfully retrieves the desired data. 

(VO Query multiple records using wild cards. 

< / 

Pressing F12 clears the block and makes the block 
ready for a query. 

(/) A query composed of a trailing % wildcard retrieves the 
^desired data. Verify by running the same query through 

(to A query using a prefix % wildcard retrieves the correct data. 
Verify by running the same query under SQL*Plus. 

(v) A query using both prefix and suffix % wildcards retrieves the 
correct data. Verity by runn±ng-the—same—query—th-rough 
SJ&L "'PI1 us. 

Change each field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; dJJ5plav_tlie_̂ î coj?d-i3̂ iiig--SQ'lJ*p-luy befuie aud-
-alfter the changes were made-
(«A Change each field individually, committing after each change. 
(vO Change each field, as per the field test plan, for both valid 
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Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types 

Field Name: TYPE_STATUS 
Field Test Results Expected 

and invalid values. 
(l/ Delete an existing record. 

( ) The selected record is deleted from the database. Verify 
by using SQL*Plus to attempt to retrieve the record. 

|/D 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all delta fields are stored correctly, 
including ID_ keys, date-updated, owner role, and any other 
autogenerated fields. 

M E 

Field help describes: 

(»/) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 

CV) < 

(vif Purpose of the field 
(tiff LOV reference if available 
(^CValid range of values where present 
(*<f Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
CJ4 Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
(*; Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

< ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
j\F COM00103 (if no LOV) . 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
{/) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Fj [duplicate field] key 
jy to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 

10 
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Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types ' 

Field Name: TYPE_STATUS 
Field Test Results Expected 

record from the database. 
( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
I IT' ( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
(V) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 

(\4 Delete an existing value. , JA\J\ 

(1/) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [rTeld value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

Attempt- to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
:hat the field data must be entered. 

(V Er (y Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

11 
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Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Description 

(•0 TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After h\$ 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and ' / 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 
Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, .. 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database '' 
should contain a null value for the field. 

((/) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

Q41K If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(/) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 
Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 

Field Test Results Expected 

(V) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
CO Field help describes: 

(^{ Purpose of the field 
^ir^LOV reference if available 
(̂ T,Valid range of values where present 
(•^Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
(fllj Default value when appropriate 

. / Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the, change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; «û p4̂ y~fchp rppnaLii.iing flQT.-frPinn-hpfi^ca ̂ r\<\ 

12 
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Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

after the changes were made. 
(tA i Change the field, committing after each change. 
( J/Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
f^Y COM00103 (if no LOV) . . 

(_ ( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
(•; Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F/7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that . 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows.for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 

( ) Bypass the field by using the TAB key. "7 
( ) No error should occur. \ f\ 

U ( ) The database contains a null value for the field. } 
of.y . -7 

\PflO ) Enter data into the.field, backspace the dataout of the field and I 
n TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value, j 
( ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored \ 

as a null value. > 
•— 

Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(]/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
([/ Delete an existing value. 

For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(̂5 Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
13 
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Block: TYPE_STATUS 
Title: Status Types 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 
Field Test Results Expected 

that the field data must be entered 
, / K) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 

attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

14 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Page 14 of 15 

Transaction: LllOlOUl Maintain Library Status Codes 
Comment ID : 635 Priority: LOW Date: 30-NOV-92 • 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
.Block 
Field 

Date: 30-NOV-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 00000062.0003.0018 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LARRY TOWNER 

10000001231 
-0 

FRM-40400 Transaction complete — 1 records posted an 
TYPE_STATUS 
TYPEVS 
TYPEVS.TYPE STATUS 

DESCRIPTION 
Help for block, update section: item 4 is truncated. 

(Z h ill 
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5 LI4041U1 LOCATION MAINTENANCE 

LEMIS Module Test Checklist Report 

Name: LOCATION MAINTENANCE 
Short Name: LI4041U1 

Purpose: Maintain location data. 

Initial Test 
Verification Date 

Date: IXJ/.flo.* Ads 

Help 
( ) 

Disp 
Fkeys 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

— Security 
Del Query 
( ) ( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Block: LOCATION • 
Title: Location 

Help Scroll 
( ) ( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( 

Data Element Datatype 
Dis 
Len Help 

Val/ 
LOV Range 

Not 
Null Ins 

IDENT LOCATION 
TITLE LOCATION 
LEVEL LOCATION 

CHAR 
CHAR 
CHAR 

20 
40 
2 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Locat ion 

Help Scroll Text Navigate Ins Del Upd Qry 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dis 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

Val/ Not 
( ) 

Data Element Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT LOCATION CHAR 20 
TITLE LOCATION CHAR 40 
TYPE LOCATION CHAR 1 
LEVEL LOCATION CHAR 2 
HANFORD COORD CHAR 15 
TYPE SITE NUMBER 3 
LAMBERT EW COORD NUMBER 11 
LAMBERT NS COORD NUMBER 11 
FLAG TEXT CHAR t-i 

Block: LOCATION_NEST 
Title: Locations Associated With Another Locati 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element 
Dis 

Datatype Len Help LOV 
Val/ Not 
Range Null Ins 

Block: LOCATION_ORGAN_J 
Title: Organizations Related to a Location 

Help 
( ) 

Scroll 
( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del 
( ) 

Upd 
( ) 

Qry 
( ) 

Data Element 
Dis Val/ Not 

Datatype Len Help LOV Range Null Ins 
RELATIONSHIP CHAR 3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Block: ORGANIZATION 
Title: Organization 

Help Scroll 
( > ( ) 

Text 
( ) 

Navigate 
( ) 

Ins 
( ) 

Del Upd 
( .) ( ) 

Qry 
< ) 

Data Element 
Dis 

Datatype Len 
Val/ Not 

Help LOV Range Null Ins 
IDENT_ORGAN 
TITLE 

CHAR 12 . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) 
CHAR 40 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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Module Description 
This module provides the ability to add and modify but not delete a 
location. • 
A link to other locations is permitted. Locations may link to higher 
level locations as a subordinate; to lower level locations as a 
parent. 
Procedures may be attached to the location. 
A link to organizations is handled through the locat_organ_j junction 
table. The relationship codes are: REL (related, for organizations 
that are associated with the location), MGR (manager, for the 
organization managing the location). 
The data validation code defaults to 9. The ident_owner defaults to 
'library'. 
The type of site flag is supported by LOV to Type_site_code code 
table. 
Module Help t 

Module Test Plan ^ 

Module Test Case Y . V3~ 5 L 

•^xyfP-

Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: IDENT_LOCATION 
Field Description 
The field contains the unique identifier of a location, the user 
viewed name. 
Field Test Case 

(/) Begin field with a space. 
3 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name(: IDENT_LOCATION 
Field Test Case 

(*4 Enter data beyond length of field. 
( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(<y If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(t/j Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(>4 Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

Display, field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

</) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
(^Y, Valid range of values where present 
(-jf Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SpL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(' ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
(\|n( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/Jb- [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

4 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: IDENT_LOCATION 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

{\ji Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

(\Jr Delete an existing value. 
M For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(*/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An—error ahotrlor~result. 

( ") Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( 0 Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: TITLE_LOCATI0N 
Field Description 
This field is a 1-40 character descriptive title of the location. 
Field Test Case 

/ 
(S) Begin field with a space. 
(.-f Enter data beyond length of field. 

( )/If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(tr If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

a Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

C') Clear an existing field and attempt-to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Fie-id help describes: 

W) Purpose of the field 
y 
as 

) /LOV reference if available 
Valid range of values where present 

.Ji Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate r 

(\X Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: TITLE_LOCATION 
Field Test Results Expected 

__1 C [3. 
{y) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. K ( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

/ . • • • 

(t/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
( >o Delete an existing value. 

- (/) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(p Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( '4 Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

(m Attempt to enter data as lower case. .An—error should"result 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Locat ion 

Field Name: TYPE_LOCATION 
Field Description 
This field identifies the type of location. Valid codes are: 
W - waste location 
D - document location 
M - management offices 
P - physical location 
Field Test Case 

Ifr { ) Begin field with a space. 
r) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(~? If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(V) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

(/ C {/) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(U-) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

(/) Purpose of the field 
Mf^LOV reference if available 
(lA Valid range of values where present 
(v^KKeguired indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

J Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

(A Change the field, committing after each change. 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: TYPE_LOCATION 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 
( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

(̂  Store a series of records using the SHIFT/JP7[ [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 

^

^ table correctly. 
\\ ( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
\ rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 

each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(/) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
(--O Delete an existing value. 

(^For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

a Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

^ ( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

• / ^ 
(/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An-error shoiild result. 
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A< 

Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: LEVEL_LOCAT10N 
Field Description 
This field is validated by LOCATION_LEVEL_CODE. The location level 
ranges from 0 - the world to 9 - specific site location. 
Field Test Case 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
C) Attempt to enter alpha data. 
(/) Attempt to enter longer value than allowed. 
( Q/Attempt to enter decimal value. An error will occur if no 

provision has been made for decimal data in the element definition 
of the table. 

* ) Attempt to enter negative value. NOŝ error_sJicrtjid̂ Occur. 
Field Test Results Expected 

(y) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

('//Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
(\zKValid range of values where present 
{Jf Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the. record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

10 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: LEVEL LOCATION 
Field Test Results Expected / ^ ~ 

(jf̂ ( ) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 
* to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

/( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
( the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
V table correctly. 

( ^ 
» v ( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

[ rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
\ each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
\ ^ record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. / *^\ 1 n»u • 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. <C i(v ( ) Delete an existing value. : \' 
( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 

be deleted] is displayed at commit. 
f̂ft ( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 

that the field data must be entered. 

A ^ ( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

<f ) Numeric data (0-9), comma (,), plus (+), minus (-), and period (.) 
are permitted. 

(/) Begin field entry with a space. An error should occur. 

11 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: HANFORD_COORD 
Field Description 

Field Test Case 

(V) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

( /)' Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

(<Jr Begin field with a space. 
( 0 Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
C^If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

(yf Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

Purpose of the field 
( Y LOV reference if available 
</) Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

(^Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

12 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: HANFORD_COORD 

Field Test Results Expected 
_____^_ 

(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
Store a series of records using the SHIFT/P̂ -" [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(in Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
(i/)Mo error should occur. 
,{\fl The database contains a null value for the field. 

( j Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(/) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

l^y Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
^ 

(/) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An~etEor—should resuTn 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

) \ - - , - l > > 

F i e l d Name: TYPE_SITE •' i@f 

Field Description i\0' ^ 
This field uses a LOV derived from the WIDS system. 
Field Test Case 

( ) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After V. 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain 
null value for the field. 

( ) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, / 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

(•O Attempt to enter alpha data. 
{/? Attempt to enter longer value than allowed. 

W) Attempt to enter decimal value. An error will occur if no 
provision has been made for decimal data in the element definition 
yOf the table. 

/ . o 
{f) Attempt to enter negative value. No erro"r~~should occur. 
Field Test Results Expected 
( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 

describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 

Mfvalid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( J/Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

14 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: TYPE_SIT£ 
Field Test Results Expected 

) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
/ •£* 
(/) Store a series of records using the SHIFT/F*/ [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 
Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
( ) No error should occur. 

4 ( ) The database contains a null value for the field. 
* jf?( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and [)0^\\ 
I'•I TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. f{P^ 

{\{fH ) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored HQr\ /UAX*-
as a null value. 

Hi/h) Numeric data (0-9), comma (,), plus (+), minus (-), and̂  period (.) i> . i 
'|l_7/ are permitted. a^UQMj^ CWv*K-- D V t ^ W n u V 

(iX Begin field entry with a space. An—&&ecnr~shavrld~&eGvrC7~'C-
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Block: LOCATION. 
Title: Location 

Field Name: LAMBERT_EW_COORD 

Field Description 

Field Test Case 

(d TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 

(/) Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

(/) Accept the default. 
(^) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
) Override the default with an invalid data value. 

{/) Attempt to enter alpha data. 
Attempt to enter longer value than allowed. 
Attempt to enter decimal value. An error will occur if no 
provision has been made for decimal data in the element definition 
of the table. 

(//) Attempt to enter negative value. No error should occur. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. A 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field 
( ) LOV reference if available 
(-•7 Valid range of values where present 
( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
{(A Default value when appropriate 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: LAMBERT EW COORD 
Field Test Results Expected 
(/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 

occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after.the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
(/) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
•fo> 

Store a series of records using the SHIFTZE3 [duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

A'J ( ) - The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

l<SfBypass the field by using the TAB key. 
( )/No error should occur. 
( -J The database contains a null value for the field. 

{S) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 
Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

1. ( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
(Cj Numeric data (0-9), commaM,) ,Jplus (+), minus (-), and period (.) 

are permitted. vs—./ V 
A ty& 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: LAMBERT_EW_COORD 
Field Test Results Expected 
(I) Begin field entry with a space. 

18 
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Block.: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: LAMBERT_NS_C0ORD 

Field Description 
A dated, written communication to a customer, providing price or 
prices, for product or products, possibly specifying the minimum 
volume, and necessarily specifying an expiry date 
Field Test Case 

( L) TAB through the field. Backtab to the field, enter data. After 
entering data in the next field, backtab to the field, and 
backspace the data from the field. The database should contain a 
null value for the field. 
Enter data in the field. After entering data in the next field, 
backtab to the field, and space through the data. The database 
should contain a null value for the field. 

( ) Accept the default. 
v) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( ') Override the default with an invalid data value. 

11? (/) Attempt to enter alpha data. 
(Jf^Attempt to enter longer value than allowed. 
(.̂f Attempt to enter decimal value. An error will occur if no 

provision has been made for decimal data in the element definition 
of the table. 

(i/) Attempt to enter negative value. No error should occur. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

( ) Purpose of the field f\-p^ ) \ - 'NT\ 
( ) LOV reference if available -1 l ^ ' ^ ( A 

(yiValid range of values where present 
19 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: LAMBERT_NS_COORD 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
(̂ T Default value when appropriate 

{/) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 

Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
•Ftp 

Store a series of records using the SHIFT/^7-^[duplicate field] key 
to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 

( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 
the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 

( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 
rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

(•"jf Bypass the field by using the TAB key. 
C'V No error should occur. 
("O The database contains a null value for the field. 

{/) Enter data into the field, backspace the dataout of the field and 
TAB to the next field. The database should contain a null value. 

(/) Delete an existing value. The field should be cleared and stored 
as a null value. 

itf ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: LAMBERT_NS_COORD 
Field Test Results Expected 

/iA'( ) Numeric data (0-9), comma (,), plus (+), minus (-), and period (.) 
^' are permitted. 

{*?)'•Begin field entry with a space. ^An-error—should-occur. 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: FLAG TEXTS, 

Field Description \ 
This field is a flag that identifies when supporting text 
is present for a data row\ The valid values are either 
"Y" (yes) or "N" (no). When the user desires to add text 
in support of a data row, the flag is set to "Y". The 
system then brings up the general text form and permits 
the user to enter text of varying types for the data row. 
Where text is already present, the user places the cursor 
on the flag field and selects to retrieve the text data. 
Text data may be updated. Note that updating text data 
causes the same hierarchical cloning that takes place 
elsewhere when a data row is updated. This ensures that 
the text data is also properly audit trail covered. 
Field Test Case 

( ) Accept the default. 
( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( ) Override the default with an invalid data value. 
( ) Begin field with a space. 
( ) Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ) If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
( ) If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

( ) Clear an existing field and attempt to update the record. 
Field Test Results Expected 

( ) Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of .the field in end-user 
terms. - -—--" 
( ) Field help describes: 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: FLAGJTEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 

) Purpose of the field 
) LOV reference if available 
) Valid range of values where present 
) Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
) Default value when appropriate 

( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change 
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and 
after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
COM00103 (if no LOV). 

( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Store a. series of records using the SHIFT/F7 [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

( ) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
( ) Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 
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Block: LOCATION 
Title: Location 

Field Name: FLAGJTEXT 
Field Test Results Expected 
( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result. 
( ) Delete an existing value. 

{ ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

( ) Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( ) Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 

Block: LOCATION_NEST 
Title: Locations Associated With Another Locati 

Block Description 

Block Test Case 
Block Test Results Expected 

S 
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Block: LOCATION_ORGAN_J 
Title: Organizations Related to a Location 
Block Description 
This table provides a link between organization and location data. 
An organization may be the manager of a specific location, usually a 
building or area but may extend down to a waste stream. 
An occurrence of this table identifies the association between 
organization and defined location. 
Block Test Case 

Block Test Results Expected 

Field Name: RELATIONSHIP 
Field Description 
The relationship identifies the nature of the linkage 
between two occurrences of the table parents. . A default 
value is typically assigned. Other values are found in 
a LOV supported by TYPE_RELATIONSHIP_CODE. 
Field Test Case 

(f) Accept the default. 
( ) Override the default with a valid entry value. 
( ) Override the default with an invalid data value. 

Jw\ ( ) Begin field with a space. \\\ y 
{•<1 Enter data beyond length of field. 

( ),If autoskip is in effect, cursor will skip to the next field. 
(<•? If no autoskip, cursor will remain at end of the field and 

overlay characters, leaving the last character keyed in the 
last position of the field. 

( ) Set keyboard on lower case and enter data. Data should be 
converted to upper case. 

W 
([/} Clear an exis t ing f i e ld and eittempt to update the record.. 
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Block: LOCATION_ORGAN_J 
Title: Organizations Related to a Location 

Field Name: RELATIONSHIP 
Field Test Results Expected 

Display field help. Verify that the narrative adequately 
describes the purpose and functions of the field in end-user 
terms. 
( ) Field help describes: 

(^Purpose of the field 
(£-)̂ LOV reference if available 
(<S/Valid range of values where present 
(Hi Required indicator when field is NOT NULL 
( ) Default value when appropriate 

AIT* ( ) Change the field in an existing record. Verify that the change //' ~'/Jf-
occurred by displaying the record on screen before and after the ,'IA-f . 
changes were made; display the record using SQL*Plus before and /1'Tfl f\-0-

# 

after the changes were made. 
( ) Change the field, committing after each change. 
( ) Change the field where a range of valid values exists: 

( ) Value below valid range should display message COM00101 or 
( ) Value above valid range should display message COM00101 or 

COM00103 (if no LOV). _. 
(>x Store a series of records using the SHIFT/E^ [duplicate field] key 

to carry forward field values from the previously stored record. 
( ) Display the -JN journal record rows for the table to verify that 

the records changed and deleted above are entered into the journal 
table correctly. 
( ) The _JN journal table for the affected table should contain 

rows for the initial addition of the record to the database, 
each change made to the database, and the deletion of the 
record from the database. 

( ) Use SQL*Plus to verify all data fields are processed correctly. 
( ) All data fields are correctly stored in the database. 

) Modify each default value with a valid alternative. 
( ) Modify each default value with an invalid alternative. 
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Block: LOCATION_ORGAN_J 
Title: Organizations Related to a Location 

Field Name: RELATIONSHIP 
Field Test Results Expected 
«4 « (to Any alphanumeric characters may be entered into the field. 

( ) Attempt to enter data as lower case. An error should result 
((^KDelete an existing value. 

. ! > -

( ) For NOT NULL fields, the COM00107 message [field value may not 
be deleted] is displayed at commit. 

(£>-'Attempt to bypass the field. An error message should tell you 
that the field data must be entered. 

( Lr Enter data into the field, backspace the data out of the field and 
attempt to TAB to the next field. An error should result. 
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16-DEC-92 WHC-SD-WM-TP-164 REV 0 
Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LIBR Library functions 
Transaction: LI4041U1 Location Maintenance 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 706 Priority: LOW Date: 15-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 16-DEC-92 Class: ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
10000001156 
-0 

FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
LOCATION 
LOCATE 
LOCATE.IDENT LOCATION 

Oracle ROWID: 00000021.0011.0018 

DESCRIPTION 
no module testing available. 

.//onr/°* ^J/L 

-f&f &^C ff* ficJS^ 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LIBR Library functions 
Transaction: LI4041U1 Location Maintenance 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 707 Priority: LOW 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 16-DEC-92 
Date: 15-DEC-92 
Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
-0 

FRM-40102 Record must be entered or deleted first, 
LOCATION 
LOCATE 
LOCATE.LEVEL LOCATION 

DESCRIPTION 
there are no descriptions with the LOV. 

,CTr 
/^/r 

Of } / 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LIBR Library functions 
Transaction: LI4041U1 Location Maintenance 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

708 Priority: LOW Date: 15-DEC-92 
Date: 16-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
-0 

FRM-40739 Clear_Form with Full_Rollback not allowed i 
LOCATION 
LOCATE 
LOCATE.TYPE SITE 

DESCRIPTION 
no descriptions for LOV 

fi K&& f2/)f^ 

)i 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LIBR Library functions 
Transaction: LI4041U1 Location Maintenance 

Page 

Comment ID 712 Priority: LOW Date: 15-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Oracle ROWID: 0000011D.000A.0018 

DESCRIPTION 
an example for the Hanford Coordinates would be helpful here. 

1 of 

ASSIGNED Date: 16-DEC-92 Class: 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
10000004390 
-0 

FRM-40350 Query caused no records to be retrieved. 
LOCATION 
LOCATE 
LOCATE.HANFORD COORD . 

1^ /'<• y 

j<cst ofTt ****<< < -atss> 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LIBR Library functions 
Transaction: LI4041U1 Location Maintenance 
Comment ID : 715 Priority: LOW Date: 15-DEC-92 

Page 1 of 

Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 16-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000011D.OOOA.0018 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
1000000439Q 
-0 

FRM-50016 Legal characters are 0-9 - + E 
LOCATION 
LOCATE 
LOCATE.TYPE SITE 

DESCRIPTION 
FIELD IS A LOV FIELD. FIELD SHOULD NOT ALLOW MINUS,. COMMA, PERIOD OR 
PLUS TO BE ENTERED AND ACCEPTED WHEN TABBING TO NEXT FIELD. The only 
one that accepted was the Plus 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LIBR Library functions 
Transaction: LI4041U1 Location Maintenance 
Comment ID : 718 Priority: LOW 

Page 1 of 

Date: 15-DEC-92 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

Date: 16-DEC-92 Class: 

Oracle ROWID: 0000011D.000A.0018 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
10000004390 -o 

FRM-50016 Legal characters are 0-9 - + E . 
LOCATION 
LOCATE 
LOCATE.LAMBERT NS COORD 

DESCRIPTION 
lower case letters accepted. Comma not accepted 

torero e> 
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Programmer's Bug Report 

Application: LIBR . Library functions 
Transaction: LI4041U1 Location Maintenance 

Page 1 of 

Comment ID 
Status 
Type 
Assigned To 
Entered By 
System ID 
Last Error 
Last Msg 
Table 
Block 
Field 

719 Priority: LOW 
Date: 16-DEC-92 

Date: 15-DEC-92 
Class: 

Oracle ROWID:- 0000011D.OOOA.0018 

ASSIGNED 
PROBLEM 

TODD ADAMS 
LORRAINE CAMPBELL 
10000004390 
-0 

FRM-40407 Transaction complete — posted records comm 
LOCATION 
LOCATE 
LOCATE.LAMBERT NS COORD 

DESCRIPTION 
needs description help 
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